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Abstract

I describe the Utrecht machine (UM), a discrete artificial regulatory network designed

for studying how evolution discovers biochemical computation mechanisms. The corre-

sponding binary genome format is compatible with gene deletion, duplication, and recom-

bination. In the simulation presented here, an agent consisting of two UMs, a sender and

a receiver, must encode, transmit, and decode a binary word over time using the narrow

communication channel between them. This communication problem has chicken-and-egg

structure in that a sending mechanism is useless without a corresponding receiving mech-

anism. An in-depth case study reveals that a coincidence creates a minimal partial solution,

from which a sequence of partial sending and receiving mechanisms evolve. Gene duplica-

tions contribute by enlarging the regulatory network. Analysis of 60000 sample runs under

a variety of parameter settings confirms that crossover accelerates evolution, that stronger

selection tends to find clumsier solutions and finds them more slowly, and that there is im-

plicit selection for robust mechanisms and genomes at the codon level. Typical solutions

associate each input bit with an activation speed and combine them almost additively. The

parents of breakthrough organisms sometimes have lower fitness scores than others in the

population, indicating that populations can cross valleys in the fitness landscape via outly-

ing members. The simulation exhibits back mutations and population-level memory effects

not accounted for in traditional population genetics models. All together, these phenom-

ena suggest that new evolutionary models are needed that incorporate regulatory network

structure.
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1 Introduction

Recent investigations into the biological evolution of language have proposed a number of

fascinating models of exactly what the benefits of communication and shared linguistic abil-

ities are, and how learning, social structure, and other non-selectional forces contribute.

Many of these take the from of simulations or formal mathematical models. For example,

there are plenty of abstract models based on communication game dynamics [11, 43, 44, 53–

57, 60, 61, 63–65, 67, 71], iterated learning [8, 9, 23, 37, 62] and neural networks [85]. Lan-

guage involves sensory, motor, and cognitive machinery that all serve other purposes, such

as breathing, mimicking gestures, and producing alarm calls. There is reason to believe that

the language faculty arose when selection favored mutants bearing more strongly neurolog-

ically connected variants of those components that yielded superior performance on speech

production and interpretation tasks [28, 73, 74]. However, there is a gap in the literature be-

tween philosophical arguments, neuroscience, and molecular genetics. Until that gap is filled,

there can be no complete understanding of how those components were exapted to form the

language faculty.

As an example of a problem in this gap, consider how a combinatorial signaling system

might evolve. Suppose a simple communication system is in place, where each of a finite list

of distinct signals maps to one meaning. In a noisy environment with enough meanings, an

information-theoretic constraint limits the fitness of such a system [68]. In contrast, a com-

binatorial system represents each meaning as a string of sounds from a finite inventory, so it

can construct an unlimited lexicon of distinguishable words and bypass this limit. Thus, under

appropriate circumstances the combinatorial system can invade. However, it is unclear how

a population would develop a combinatorial system in the first place. Zuidema and de Boer

[85] partially address this problem but the ability to produce words over time is built into their

simulation rather than discovered.

The simulation explored in this article focuses on a simplified foundational example of how

natural computational machinery might evolve: discovery of a mechanism for transmitting a

binary word through a narrow signaling channel by making clever use of timing. Combinatorial

phonology is an example of a similar task used in language. In another context, when an

animal performs a memorized gesture, a sequence of muscle movements stored as a complete

memory must be replayed in sequence along neural fibers to groups of muscles. How might

such a system evolve, given that natural computation uses asynchronous chemical reactions

as the fundamental operation? A particularly interesting complication is the chicken-and-egg

nature of the problem: A perfect encoding mechanism is useless without a corresponding

decoding mechanism.

The heart of the simulation is the Utrecht machine (UM), an artificial regulatory network

(ARN) capable of general computations. Its binary representation is compatible with a variety

of mutations, including substitutions, deletions, and duplications, as well as recombination.

UM simulations are therefore ideal for studying how evolution might discover mechanisms
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for performing complex calculations in higher organisms, as well as the interactions between

population-level forces such as frequency-dependent fitness, and molecular processes such as

gene duplication. Simulating the evolution of solutions to coding and transmission problems is

meant to be a first step toward understanding how neural networks evolve, and more broadly,

how the computational machinery required for syntactic tree manipulation and other language

processing tasks might have evolved [2, 77].

This article focuses on how UM-based agents evolve solutions to a communication problem

and how selection strength interacts with certain aspects of molecular genetics. As will be

explained in Sections 1.1 and 1.2, simulations based on ARNs produce computational mecha-

nisms that resemble biochemical reaction networks. The selective breeding process discovers

these mechanisms with the aid of mutations that resemble those of molecular genetics. Thus,

evolutionary dynamics observed in the UM simulation provide stronger support for the signifi-

cance of corresponding dynamics in biological evolution than can be derived from simulations

based on other principles.

Several such dynamics are discussed in a detailed case study of one sample run of the

simulation in Section 4. This case study exhibits several notable phenomena related to the

UM’s resemblance to biochemistry: the use of gene duplication, beneficial back mutations,

and assembly of gene networks via recombination.

Successful agents in the UM simulation include several genes that are duplicates of a

common ancestor. The evolutionary process takes advantage of gene duplication as a means

of adjusting the dosage of simulated gene products, and through neofunctionalization, that is,

one copy of a gene maintains its original function freeing others to mutate so as to restructure

the regulatory network [18, 70].

The history of a genome explored in detail in the case study includes a mutation that

reverses an earlier mutation. Back mutations are normally assumed to be so unlikely that

many models explicitly exclude them, as in, for example, the infinite alleles model [26]. This

case study suggests that such assumptions may need to be revisited; see for example the

discussion in [58].

As will be discussed in Section 5.1, recombination significantly reduces the time required

for the UM simulation to discover solutions [52]. The bit transmission problem requires a

sending mechanism, a compatible receiving mechanism, and a timing mechanism. Small-

scale mutations, such as substitutions, refine those mechanisms and build an inventory of

variations in the population. However, in the case study, all important punctuation events

involve recombination of existing gene networks into a novel, better functioning whole.

Innovations can arise from outliers, that is, members of the population who are not the

most highly rated at the time. It seems that highly rated agents tend to cluster near peaks and

ridges in the fitness landscape. Peripheral genomes with lower ratings are more likely to yield

offspring that lie on a different hill that may have a higher peak.

In Section 5, I present results from 10000 samples using each of six different settings
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for selection strength and variants of the recombination mechanism. These confirm that re-

combination speeds up evolution by an order of magnitude. Stronger selection delays the

discovery of solutions, and steers the population toward atypical solutions. The population

also experiences implicit selective pressure favoring solutions that are robust against muta-

tion. Furthermore, the time required for the last major innovation is weighted toward shorter

times, indicating a memory effect not accounted for by typical population genetics models

[20, 26, 65].

In summary, the detailed and aggregate analyses of sample runs of the UM simulation

discussed in this article clearly reveal the significance of features of evolutionary dynamics

that are often obscured or omitted in other models. It serves as an informative first step

toward understanding how biochemical reaction networks evolve the machinery necessary to

carry out computations.

1.1 Comparison of execution models

In an evolutionary simulation, a virtual machine or other execution model takes the place

of biochemical reactions in performing some simplified abstraction of life functions. Some

existing execution models are far removed from biochemistry, sometimes even obscuring the

distinction between genotype and phenotype. While such a simulation may yield insight into

population dynamics or solve an engineering problem, it is unlikely to provide much insight

into how living cells function and how those functions developed. Many such simulations use

execution models that fall into the following categories:

• numerical parameters: A binary genome encodes a list of flags, integers, and floating

point numbers, which are fed as parameters to an externally specified computation. To

give some examples, several projects use such a representation for weights in an artificial

neural network [42, 82, 85].

• expression tree: The genome is an S-expression evaluated by a LISP interpreter [46].

As an example, the ECJ software package includes implementations of several genetic

algorithms, including some with expression tree genomes [48].

• register machine: The genome is a sequence of instructions similar to what might be

understood by a conventional CPU, but with modifications to make them more amenable

to evolution. Two notable projects using register machines are Avida [1] and Plazzmid

[29].

1.2 Artificial regulatory networks

An artificial regulatory network (ARN) is a different kind of execution model designed to more

directly reflect biochemistry. The state of a biological computation lies in which molecules ex-

ist where and at what concentrations. Calculations are performed by reaction, diffusion, and

transport, and many happen simultaneously. In particular, genes are translated into proteins,
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which interact with the environment, and regulate gene translation, resulting in a gene regu-

latory network (GRN) that is frequently modeled as a dynamical system [51]. Since the goal of

this project is to develop simulations of the discovery of biological computational mechanisms,

ARNs are a more suitable execution model than the others.

Several ARNs have been described in the literature. A discrete example is the Boolean

network, consisting of a directed graph where each vertex is associated with a Boolean state

and a function that updates that state based on the states of neighboring vertices [21, 36, 80].

Each vertex represents a gene or operon that is either on or off. Vertex update functions model

how products of genes enable or disable other genes.

ARNs can also be built using continuous time mass action kinetics. Typically, such a net-

work includes a variable for each gene that represents the extent to which it is active, and one

for the amount of each gene product in solution [31, 32]. Activation levels change at a rate

that is a potentially complex function of the amounts of various products, and those in turn

determine the production rates of products. ARNs of this type are high-dimensional non-linear

dynamical systems.

Since the evolutionary origins and history of biochemical computing mechanisms are also

of interest, it will be necessary to formulate an ARN with an encoding analogous to DNA. For

example, the genetic code used in the aevol project [39, 41] includes analogs of promoters,

operators, introns, exons, and start and stop codons. These are used to construct a network of

virtual proteins and ultimately a fuzzy set or function. However, since the phenotype in aevol

is essentially static, it is not appropriate for studying temporal coding problems, including

the bit transmission problem explored in this article. Knabe et. al [38] used an ARN with a

similarly realistic genome and discrete time dynamics to evolve oscillators.

2 The Utrecht Machine

This section describes the Utrecht1 machine (UM), the evolutionary simulation, and the ratio-

nal behind their design. The UM was designed to bridge the sub-fields of molecular genetics,

population genetics, and bio-computation, at a level of detail that is informative but not over-

whelming. The history of all agents is recorded in a database, which makes it possible to

recover in full detail the intermediate stages of the population. The history of any gene can

be traced. Any run can be reproduced by using the same configuration and random seed.

The complete inner workings of each agent are fully accessible through both command line

programs and a graphical user interface (shown in Figure 1). Further implementation details

are included in the appendix.

1The name comes from the fact that the author first presented this simulation framework at the Evolution of
Language Conference 2010 in the city of Utrecht.
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Figure 1: Screen shot of the agent viewer program.

2.1 UM state and instructions

The UM’s state is an activation table A mapping integers called chemical patterns p to in-

tegers A[p] called activation levels. Patterns are analogous to sequences of promoter, en-

hancer, and operator binding sites near a protein coding region, and to regulatory proteins

with matching DNA binding domains such as transcription factors, activators, and repressors.

An activation level A[p] is an abstraction of the count of activating molecules minus inhibiting

molecules for a binding site pattern p. If A[p] > 0 then activation exceeds inhibition, and if

A[p] < 0 then inhibition exceeds activation.

The machine changes state in discrete time steps. A program for the UM consists of a list of

instructions each of which specifies four integers: a switch pattern pswitch, a switch threshold

θ, a pattern to activate pup, and a pattern to inhibit pdown. The index j of the instruction

within the list is shown as a prefix when relevant. The notation for an instruction and its

interpretation are as follows:

j) A[pswitch] > θ⇒ incA[pup], decA[pdown]

During each time step, the instruction is considered active if A[pswitch] > θ, in which case it

increments (adds 1 to) A[pup] and decrements (subtracts 1 from) A[pdown], abbreviated inc and

dec in the instruction notation. All active instructions are performed simultaneously. Inactive

instructions have no effect.

Each pattern is associated with an activation level rather than just being on or off, so it

represents chemical memory and time delays more directly than a Boolean network. Execution

of UM programs is generally faster than the numerical integration required for mass action

kinetics.
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2.2 Input and output, channels, synapses, and colonies

One bit of input per time step is provided by externally increasing the activation level of a

particular pattern during each time step the input bit is set. Any number of such inputs can

be configured. A channel specifies that a particular pattern’s activation is read, and an output

integer is emitted when the activation is greater than or equal to a given threshold. The output

integer could be interpreted as the index of a bit in an output word to be set, or a pattern to

activate in another UM. Two UMs can be linked by such channels, which is called a synapse.

A network of UMs linked by synapses is called a colony. A UM may be configured to output

any of several integers, and any set of them may be emitted each time step. By convention,

output integer −1 is the stop signal which indicates that the computation is complete.

2.3 Efficacious genes

Generally, only a few genes in any particular genome are part of the regulatory network of

interest. Such genes and the instructions they encode will be called efficacious, defined as

follows. Given a genome, split each instruction A[s] > θ⇒ incA[pup], decA[pdown] that is ever

active into two arrows (directed edges) s → pup and s → pdown to form a directed graph.

Formally, the efficacious arrows are the directed edges in the maximal directed subgraph

thereof from which any pattern node used for output is reachable. An instruction and the

gene that encodes it are said to be efficacious if one of the instruction’s arrows is efficacious.

Algorithmic details are given in Section A. Unless otherwise noted, UM diagrams such as

Figure 2 show efficacious arrows but no others.

2.4 The NAND example

To give an example, Figure 2 shows a UM that computes the NAND operation, that is, q0 =

¬(p0 ∧ p1). The inputs p0 and p1 are fed to the machine through patterns 4 and 5: when p0 is

on, 1 is added to A[4] each time step, and when p1 is on, 1 is added to A[5]. Unless both of the

inputs are on, instructions 1 and 2 add enough to A[6] that the output integer 0 is eventually

emitted, meaning q0 = 1. However, if both inputs are on, instructions 3 and 4 become active,

and they keep A[6] below 3, so output 0 is never emitted, meaning q0 = 0. After 4 time steps,

A[0] = 4, which meets the threshold to output the stop signal −1. Then the computation is

complete, q0 = 1 if the machine is emitting output 0, and q0 = 0 if not.

2.5 Genomic encoding

For the purposes of evolutionary simulation, a UM program can be encoded as a bit string. The

term gene will be used for both a substring that represents exactly one instruction, and for

the instruction itself. The first layer of encoding is the instruction bit string. Each instruction
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Output

0

NAND

6

4

5

0

1

2

3

1

1

4

Input

0

1 0) A[0] > 0⇒ incA[0], decA[7]
1) A[1] > 0⇒ incA[6], decA[7]
2) A[2] > 0⇒ incA[6], decA[7]
3) A[4] > 1⇒ incA[7], decA[6]
4) A[5] > 1⇒ incA[7], decA[6]

Input

0

1

NAND

4

5

The NAND machine receives a two-bit input word 〈p0p1〉. Each
arrow from a green trapezoid in the Input box enclosing a number
j to a blue trapezoid in the NAND machine enclosing a number
k represents the fact that at the beginning of each time step, if
input bit pj is on, 1 is added to A[k].

Output

0

NAND

6 3

The arrow from 6 in the NAND box to the green trapezoid enclos-
ing 0 in the Output box indicates the channel for output 0. During
each time step, after all instructions have been evaluated, if A[6]
meets the threshold of 3 indicated on the arrow, output 0 is emit-
ted (meaning q0 = 1) otherwise it is not (meaning q0 = 0).

NAND

0

Output

4

The arrow from 0 to the red octagonal stop sign indicates the
channel for the stop signal: At the end of each time step, if A[0]
meets the threshold of 4 indicated on the arrow, then output −1
is emitted, the computation stops, and the overall output is the
current value of 〈q0〉.

s

p up

p down

𝜃

𝜃

NAND

6

4

1

1

Nodes enclosing a number s inside a UM box represent pattern s.
Each instruction A[s] > θ⇒ incA[pup], decA[pdown] is drawn as a
solid arrow with a filled head from s to pup, and a dashed arrow
with an open head from s to pdown. The threshold θ is drawn on
the arrows, unless the instruction is always active, in which case
it is omitted. Only efficacious arrows are drawn. In this example,
pattern 7 is omitted because no instruction has switch pattern
equal to 7. Consequently arrows to 7 are omitted because the
part of an instruction that affects A[7] is effectively a null opera-
tion (“nop”). The node for pattern s is either (a) a blue trapezoid
if s is used for input; (b) a pink diamond if every instruction with
switch pattern s is always active; or (c) a yellow circle.

Figure 2: A hand-constructed UM that computes the NAND operation, and a table of notation.
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Figure 3: Decoding the genome for the NAND example. Top line: genome bit string divided
into codons. Second line: the instruction bit string. Third line: integers for each instruction,
read by interpreting the instruction bit string in base two from left to right. Patterns are 3 bits
wide. Thresholds are 2 bits wide.
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Figure 4: Enlarged picture of an instruction from Figure 3.

is represented by concatenating base two representations of its component integers.2 The

instruction bit string is further encoded as a genome bit string using a majority-of-three code

[33]. The genome bit string is interpreted by splitting it into triples of bits, called codons. A

codon consisting of 2 or 3 set bits in any order translates to a instruction bit of 1. Other codons

have 2 or 3 zeros and translate to 0. The instruction bit string resulting from translated codons

is broken into substrings of the proper length, which are then interpreted as integers and from

there into a list of UM instructions. Each possible instruction has a unique representation as an

instruction bit string, but many possible representations as a genome bit string. See Figures 3

and 4 for a possible genome of the example NAND machine.

The majority-of-three encoding is based on the biological genetic code, which uses 64 three-

letter codons to refer to 20 or so amino acids plus a few control codes. Consequently, some

amino acids are represented by several synonymous codons, each of which has a certain ro-

bustness: some single-letter mutations turn it into another synonym, leaving the resulting

protein unchanged. The choice of synonyms is thought to indicate how recently a gene has

been subject to selective pressure to produce a protein that matches another molecule, in

arms races between pathogen and immune system for example [47, 75, 76]. In other circum-

stances codon choice may be due to neutral drift, founder effects, or biases in the DNA repair

mechanism [6, 30]. A gene that is part of an essential mechanism is likely to accumulate ro-

bust codons because offspring of individuals with a fragile codon are more likely to suffer a

mutation that breaks the mechanism. Conversely, there are more possible single-letter substi-

tutions that convert a codon for a different amino acid to one of the fragile codons than to a

robust one, so a recently acquired beneficial mutation that resulted in an amino acid change

is more likely to result in a fragile codon.

2Gray code representations of integers will be incorporated in a future project.
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2.6 Reproduction, recombination, and mutation

Child genomes are produced by combining two parent genomes and randomly mutating the

result. The crossover process treats the parents asymmetrically, with one designated as the

left parent and the other designated as the right parent. They are aligned at their beginnings

and a crossover index is selected uniformly at random. Both parent genomes are split at the

crossover index. The part of the left parent from the beginning to the crossover index becomes

the left part of the child genome, and the part of the right parent from the crossover index to

the end becomes the right part of the child genome (Figure 5). This design combines features

of several natural genome architectures. Each agent is effectively haploid like a bacterium,

so there are no redundant or competing alleles, but except for certain specially configured

sample runs, each reproduction event is sexual. The mutation process modifies the child

genome by randomly toggling a few bits, randomly deleting substrings, and randomly dupli-

cating substrings. A substring is duplicated by inserting a second copy immediately following

the original. The simulation would more directly represent the biology if it applied mutations

to the parent genomes before crossover, but applying mutations to the child is mathematically

equivalent and computationally more efficient because it does not waste random numbers

modifying bits in a parent that will be discarded immediately during crossover.

The simulation always cuts genomes between genes so that duplication, deletion, and

crossover never split a gene. The rationale behind this design choice is that DNA in higher or-

ganisms seems to be organized into modules suitable for recombination, although the details

are complicated and controversial [13, 14, 22, 35]. According to [22] for example, recombina-

tion in yeast is more frequent at hot spots that are generally intergenic rather than intragenic.

The biochemical machinery responsible for crossover seems to favor sites with properties typi-

cal of intergenic regions, but even if crossover occurred uniformly at random, crossover points

are more likely to fall in an intergenic gap than within a coding region simply because gaps

are very long. Thus crossover typically shuffles the set of coding regions on a chromosome

without altering their contents, which allows evolution to explore different combinations of

functional modules with less risk of damaging a coding region. Similarly, the substrings rep-

resenting instructions in a UM genome are effectively separated by infinitely long non-coding

regions that are not actually stored.

There are no short indel mutations in the simulation and therefore no frameshifts. Frameshifts

normally irreversibly deactivate a gene, but since the simulation allows gene deletion, there is

currently no need for this additional mechanism. If a reason arises to include short indels and

frameshifts, a future UM simulation could use an alternative representation of genomes as

an unstructured bit string that explicitly stores both coding and non-coding regions. Instead

of storing one instruction every so many bits, coding regions (exons) would be delimited by

special start and end sequences as in DNA, genes could even overlap as in bacteria, and mu-

tations could toggle the status of any substring [39, 41, 78, 83]. However, that representation

requires significantly more storage space and processing time and is beyond the scope of the
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Left parent

Right parent

Child

cross

crossover index

Left parent

Right parent

Child

cross

crossover index

Figure 5: Illustration of two crossover events, one with the longer genome as the left parent
(top), and one with the longer genome as the right (bottom). Genes are represented by small
rectangles. They are indexed from 0 at the left.
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current article.

2.7 Selective breeding

The selection protocol is straightforward and flexible: The total population size is fixed at

some number K, and each generation contains the same number of new agents. Each agent

has a unique identification number, assigned sequentially, and a rating based on how well

it solves some problem. The current generation is processed as a sequential list of agents,

indexed 0 through K − 1, in order by rating from high to low. Ties are broken by ordering

younger agents (with higher identification numbers) before older agents, a seemingly small

detail that prevents a certain kind of stagnation. Selection is parameterized by a list of integers

(k0,h1,k1,h2,k2, . . . ,hL,kL). To form the next generation, the first step is to build an initial

list of survivors consisting of agents with indexes 0 through k0 − 1 in the current generation

(elitism). Then k1 pairs of parent agents are selected uniformly at random from among agents

with indexes 0 through h1 − 1 of the current generation. A random choice determines which

parent in each pair is designated as left or right for the crossover process, and one child is

built. Then k2 new agents are created by breeding pairs of parents selected randomly from

agents indexed 0 through h2 − 1, and so on. Thus agents near the beginning of the current

generation may be given more chances to reproduce than agents near the end. A total of k1 +

· · ·+ kL new agents are created in this way and concatenated to the list of survivors, resulting

in the next generation. The total number of agents remains constant at K = k0 + k1 + · · ·+ kL.

For example, the weak selection protocol used in the case study in Section 4 is (k0 =

200,h1 = 100,k1 = 200,h2 = 500,k2 = 100), meaning the population size is fixed at K =

k0+k1+k2 = 500, the best k0 = 200 agents survive, the best h1 = 100 agents breed to produce

k1 = 200 children, and all h2 = 500 agents breed to produce the remaining k2 = 100 children

for a total of 300 children. This gives the 100 highest rated genomes more opportunities to

reproduce while allowing genes in lower rated genomes a chance to avoid extinction.

2.8 An important detail of the crossover algorithm

The crossover function for UM genomes must deal with the possibility that the crossover index

lies past the end of one of the parent genomes. There are several ways of dealing with this

exceptional case.

One approach, called keep-tail crossover, handles this case as shown in Figure 6. In keep-

tail crossover, the crossover index is selected uniformly at random between 0 and the length

of the left parent. It is allowed to be past the end of the right parent if the right parent is

shorter. In this case, the child genome consists of just the beginning part of the left parent.

The name “keep-tail” refers to the fact that the resulting child genome keeps part of the “tail”

of the longer parent that extends past the end of the shorter parent.

The motivation for keep-tail crossover was to avoid discarding material from the longer
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Left parent

Right parent

Child

cross

crossover index

Figure 6: How the keep-tail crossover variant deals with crossover indices past the end of the
right parent.

genome. However, it turns out to have the side effect of lengthening genomes on average.

Half the time, the left parent is shorter and the child is exactly as long as the longer right

parent. Half the time, the left parent is longer and the child is at least as long as the shorter

parent, with some chance of being longer. Thus, the average length of the children is greater

than or equal to the average lengths of the parents, and over time this length accumulates in

the population.

Once that side effect was discovered, additional numerical experiments were conducted

using a length-neutral crossover variant for comparison. Under length-neutral crossover, the

crossover index is restricted to be no more than the length of the shorter parent, so the

exceptional case shown in Figure 6 is disallowed. The length of the child genome will be the

length of the right parent, so half the time the child is the same length as the shorter parent

and half the time it’s the same length as the longer parent as shown in Figure 5. The average

genome length remains the same over time. This variant has the side effect that it is more

likely to discard information from the ends of longer parents.

As an additional control, the simulation includes a no-crossover variant, in which the left

parent alone is copied for the child genome. This algorithm also preserves the average lengths

of genomes, but no recombination takes place at all, so reproduction is effectively asexual.

Length-neutral and no-crossover simulations sometimes result in populations where dele-

tions outpace duplications to the extent that one agent’s genome is reduced to nothing. For

the purposes of this article, such sample runs are rejected and replaced by a new run.

Figure 7 shows the result of evolving a population of 500 agents, replacing 300 of them

each generation, with mutation and crossover but no selection at all. Each graph shows 100

sample trajectories of the mean genome length in generations 50, 100, . . . 500 as thin lines.

Dotted lines are drawn for the mean over all trajectories, and the mean plus and minus twice

the standard deviation. The no-crossover variant and the length-neutral variant show no over-

all trend in genome size, just variability about the initial size of 32 genes. The keep-tail variant

shows roughly linear growth over time at a rate of 0.0238 genes per generation in the graph
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here (slope of a least-squares line through the means over all samples, generations 200, 250,

. . . 500). However, the growth rate depends in part on the mean genome length, because if all

genomes in a population are very long, the crossover events that generate the added length

become rarer. Simulations using all three variants are analyzed in Section 5. Fully resolving

this growth process is beyond the scope of the current article.

3 The bit-transmission test problem

Copy(m,n) is a test problem for the UM evolutionary framework. Each agent is a colony of

two UMs, a sender and a receiver, connected through n synaptic channels. A word of m bits

〈b0b1 . . . bm−1〉 is given as input to the sender. When the calculation stops, a word of m bits

〈c0c1 . . . cm−1〉 is read as output from the receiver. Points are given for each input bit that is

successfully copied to the output. The receiver also signals the end of the computation, and

points are given for stopping after fewer time steps. In the case of m > n, which will be

explored in this article, agents must evolve some sort of temporal coding to transmit all the

bits. (If m 6 n there are uninteresting solutions in which each input bit is connected to its

own synaptic channel and from there directly to an output bit.)

The Copy(2, 1) problem is of primary interest in this article. Specific patterns in the two

UMs must be designated for receiving input and producing output as shown in Figure 8.

No instructions from any genome are included in Figure 8, only the following configuration

information that is fixed and supplied by the simulation to all agents: The two bits of the input

word 〈b0b1〉 feed into A[8] and A[9] of the sender. A synaptic channel reads A[3] in the sender

during each time step, and if A[3] > 10, it adds 1 to A[4] in the receiver. The calculation stops

when A[0] in the receiver reaches 10, or after 100 time steps. Then A[12] and A[13] in the

receiver are read for the output word 〈c0c1〉. The sender also receives input to A[1] on every

time step to indicate its role as sender. Similarly, the receiver receives input via A[2]. For the

binary genome encoding, patterns are six bits wide and thresholds are four bits wide, for a

total of 22 instruction bits per gene, or 3× 22 = 66 genome bits per gene.

For the general Copy(m,n) problem, each genome is translated into an agent and rated as

follows. The genome is decoded into instructions. Two UMs, a sender and a receiver, are given

those instructions and initialized such thatA[p] = 0 for all patterns p. They are then configured

into a colony as in Figure 8 withm input bits going into the sender,m output bits coming out of

the receiver, and n synaptic channels going from the sender to the receiver. Each possible m-

bit input word is given to a copy of this initial state, which runs until the stop signal is emitted,

or 100 time steps have elapsed. The output word is compared to the input word, and each

bit correctly transmitted is worth a correctness point, for a total correctness score of of up

to m2m. The number of steps the computation takes for each pattern is recorded, and a time

score of 80 less the number of steps past 20 is assigned, for a total time score of up to 80 ·2m.

To prioritize correct transmission, the overall score is 10000 times the total correctness score
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Figure 7: Distribution of genome lengths as a function of generation for (a) keep-tail, (b)
length-neutral, and (c) no crossover. Thin gray lines are sample trajectories. Dotted lines
indicate the mean across samples and plus and minus two standard deviations.
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plus the total time score. The Copy(2, 1) problem has a maximum score of 80320. The baseline

score is what would be earned by an agent whose output is always 〈00 . . .〉 while always taking

maximum time. Such an agent gets half of the available correctness points and a time score

of 0. The baseline score for the Copy(2, 1) problem is 40000.

A genome and the corresponding instruction list from an agent that earns a maximum

score on a Copy(m,n) problem will be called a perfect solution, or just a solution. Genomes

and instruction lists whose score is greater than the baseline, but less than the maximum, will

be called partial solutions.

A mapping from input words to time series of states of synapses will be called a synaptic

code. Each genome has an associated synaptic code, which can be determined by running the

agent built from that genome on all possible input words and recording whether each synapse

is active or not at each time step. Distinct solutions may use the same synaptic code.

Each genome in the initial population consists of 32 genes 66 bits long, each of which is set

to 0 or 1 independently with equal probability. Most of these initial agents always output 〈00〉
and make no attempt to stop early, thereby earning the baseline rating of 40000. Typically, a

few initial members earn a higher rating, up to 40320, by stopping early.

4 Case study: The Copy(2, 1) Problem

The evolutionary simulation can discover solutions to more difficult problems, but in the inter-

est of presenting a problem that can be completely understood in a short time, we consider

the simplest nontrivial temporal coding problem, Copy(2, 1). This section describes details

obtained by dissecting one particular sample run, using a population of 500 agents and the

weak selection protocol: build k1 = 200 children by breeding the top-scoring h1 = 100 agents,

and k2 = 100 children by breeding any of the h2 = 500 agents. The top scoring 200 parents

are retained, so that the population holds steady at 500. (Other selection protocols will be

defined and analyzed in Section 5.) The keep-tail variant of the crossover algorithm is used.

The network notation described in Figures 2 and 8 is used throughout. Only efficacious arrows

are drawn (Section 2.3). For the sender, these are only those instructions that affect when the

synapse is active. For the receiver, these are only those instructions that affect the output

word and stop signal.

4.1 Overall trajectory

A major innovation is the discovery of an agent that can correctly transmit at least one more

bit in some input word than any agents that have been seen so far. Such an agent will score

roughly 10000 higher than the previous maximum for each additional bit, possibly a bit less

because an improvement to the transmission mechanism may damage the timing mechanism

and cost it a few points. The population exhibits punctuated equilibrium, experiencing times
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Each arrow from a yellow circle enclosing a number j in the re-
ceiver to a green trapezoid enclosing a number k in the Output
box indicates an output bit. During each time step, after all in-
structions have been evaluated, if A[j] in the receiver meets the
threshold of 10 indicated on the arrow, output bit ck is set on,
otherwise it is off. The arrow from 0 to the red octagonal stop
sign indicates that if A[0] meets the threshold of 10 indicated on
the arrow, then the computation stops, and the overall output of
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Figure 8: Schematic of an agent for the Copy(2, 1) problem and a table of the notation. The
depicted agent includes no instructions, and is meant to show only the connections between
various inputs, outputs, and entries in the activation tables of the two UMs that have special
meaning.
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searched so far, both axes in thousands (k). Insets show enlarged plots for the minor inno-
vations that follow two major innovations. The agents born in generation j are numbered
300j+ 200 through 300j+ 499, so dividing the horizontal scale by 300 approximates the gen-
eration number.

of drift, interrupted by major innovations, followed by minor innovations in which the timing

mechanism is repaired (Figure 9).

4.2 Initial population

In the case study, agent #79 was an agent in the initial population rated 40320 (Figure 10).

Only one gene in this agent is ever active. Since the activation of pattern 30 starts at 0

and never decreases, this instruction adds to the activation of pattern 0 on each time step,

triggering the stop signal at time 10.

4.3 Transmission of the first bit

The first major innovation was a connection between one input pattern, the synapse, and one

output pattern, so that one input bit is correctly transmitted but the other is ignored. This

occurred in agent #2244 (Figure 11). Only the two listed genes are ever active, one inherited

from each parent. No mutation was involved in the discovery, only recombination. Both genes

were present in the original population. They form the foundation of the complete solution.

This agent is able to correctly transmit bit 0 in all input words. When input bit 0 is on, it

activates pattern 8 in the sender, which activates the synapse, then pattern 12 in the receiver,

which is interpreted as output bit 0 being on. When input bit 0 is off, none of that happens,

and output bit 0 stays off. Since no attempt is made in either the sender or receiver to interact

with bit 1, that output bit is always off, so the agent earns half the payoff for that bit. No
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Figure 12: Agent #4534 and genes of interest. The new timing mechanism consists of a
pathway in the receiver from the synapse to patterns 4, 42, and 0.

attempt is made to stop before the maximum allowed time. Overall, this agent scores 60000.

Just transmitting a single bit is a chicken-and-egg problem: The parents of #2244 each

have one piece of this mechanism but get no credit for it because they do not have the other.

This single bit sub-problem is simple enough that it is reasonably likely that each component

comes into existence by chance, after which recombination stumbles upon the two-gene net-

work, as happened here.

Oddly, the immediate parents of #2244 have ratings of only 40000 because they do not

have timing mechanisms. Thus this first innovation came from sub-optimal parents. This

phenomenon will be called an innovation through outliers. The population abandoned the

efficacious gene in agent #79 at this time (Figure 10).

This major innovation was followed by a long sequence of minor innovations that rebuilt a

timing mechanism and restored the 320 timing points. A few of these agents will be described.

First, parents contributed one gene each to form a new timing network in agent #4534

(Figure 12). It only operates when the synapse pattern 4 is activated, and therefore only on

input patterns that trigger the synapse.

Its descendant #5456 scores 60250 (Figure 13). A mutation in an otherwise unused gene

connected pattern 2 to 42. Since 2 always gets activated in receivers, this new timing mecha-

nism works even for input words that never activate the synapse.

A different descendant of #4534, #6806 only earns a rating of 60118, but it got a duplicate

gene that turned out to be important later (Figure 14).

After further mutations, the first agent to achieve a score of 60320 for correctly trans-

mitting one bit and always stopping after at most 20 time steps is #11469 (Figure 15), a
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Figure 16: Agent #71778, left parent of #72045.

descendant of both #5456 and #6806. It inherited both the connection from 2 to 42 in the

timing mechanism, and the duplicate genes (which have diverged) linking 8 to 3 in the sender.

Note that the receiver relies on its role input, that is, the activation automatically added to

A[2] on each time step. The sender ignores its role input, which is supplied to A[1] on each

time step. The perfect solution eventually discovered in this sample run inherits this configu-

ration. Other sample runs of the simulation found solutions that relied on both role patterns,

and still others used neither.

4.4 Partial transmission of the second bit

The next major innovation was the partial transmission of the second input bit. The left parent

was #71778 (Figure 16). Its receiver mechanism is potentially capable of correctly recon-

structing output words 〈00〉, 〈10〉, and 〈11〉, but not 〈01〉, because it cannot set output bit 1

without also setting output bit 0. Furthermore, its timing mechanism stops at time 17, which

is one step before output bit 1 can activate, so it mistransmits 〈11〉 as 〈10〉.
The right parent was #71736 (Figure 17). It lacks any connection to input bit 1 or output

bit 1, but its timing mechanism is one step slower because the threshold on the key instruction
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Figure 18: Agent #72045, whose rating of 70320 makes it the first agent to achieve a rating
over 70000. The grid at right shows the synaptic code used this agent. The horizontal axis
indicates time steps. The synaptic activity resulting from each input word is shown on a
horizontal line labeled with the input word at the left. Thick segments indicate time steps
when the synapse was on, and thin gray segments when it was off. Thick tick marks show
when the stop signal turned on.

is 5 instead of 4.

Both parents have ratings of 60320. Their child #72045, scoring 70320, was the first to

achieve a score over 70000 (Figure 18). It inherited #71778’s sending and receiving network,

which are near the beginning of the genome, and #71736’s slower timing gene at the very end

of the genome. Therefore, it can correctly transmit 〈11〉 as well as 〈00〉 and 〈10〉.
In #72045, the synapse carries sufficient information to fully reconstruct the input pattern

(Figure 18). Input bit 0 is associated with fast activation and bit 1 is associated with slow

activation. When both are off 〈00〉 the synapse never activates. When both are on 〈11〉 the

synapse activates very early. When only one is on, the synapse activates at an intermediate

time, early for 〈10〉 and late for 〈01〉. This kind of code is typical of the solutions found by this

simulation.

Some comments are in order about the many connections to pattern 3 that appear in the
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Figure 19: History of five genes from agent #72045 that underwent direct and indirect du-
plication. Large boxes represent specific agents, with their ID number. Small boxes inside
are some of their genes, abbreviated to just location index within the genome, switch pat-
tern, threshold, pup, and pdown. Solid lines indicate direct inheritance. Dotted lines indicate
intermediate ancestors that have been omitted.

sender. See Figure 19 for their full history. Many more copies of variations of this same gene

are present in this lineage, but only the relevant agents are shown. Agent #72045 includes

the following genes from its ancestor #70845:

7) A[8] > 1⇒ incA[3], decA[21]

9) A[8] > 1⇒ incA[3], decA[61]

10) A[8] > 1⇒ incA[3], decA[44]

16) A[8] > 1⇒ incA[3], decA[5]

17) A[9] > 1⇒ incA[3], decA[5]

These are duplicates of the key gene A[8] > 9 ⇒ incA[3], decA[28] from #2244 (Figure 11).

Two agents, #6806 and #67744, experienced direct duplication mutations, that is, a second

copy of a gene was included in a genome following the original (Section 2.6). This kind of

duplication is analogous to an error made during chromosome duplication in a living cell, or

the activity of transposons.

The other copies came from misalignment and crossover, as illustrated in Figure 20. This

is called an indirect duplication, as it requires one ancestor to have experienced duplication

or deletion elsewhere in the genome which shifted the position of a gene of interest. If that

genome is crossed with one in which the gene of interest is present at its original location,

and the crossover index lies between the copies, the child inherits a separate copy of the gene

from each parent. This is analogous to unequal crossover in biology.

Several of these duplicate genes seem to serve dosage purposes [45]. They accelerate acti-

vation of the synapse when input bit 0 is set. One experienced neofunctionalization (#70584,

gene 17), where its input pattern mutated by one bit to 9, to form the crucial connection to
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other descendant, with deletion
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Figure 20: An example of indirect duplication caused by misalignment and crossover. Copies
of a gene of interest (striped box) in an ancestral genome appear at different locations in its
descendants because one has experienced a deletion. If such agents are mated, their genomes
may be recombined resulting in a child with two copies of the gene, one from each parent.
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Figure 21: The right parent (#206509) of the first agent that correctly transmits both bits
(#206821, Figure 23), and the genes responsible for the timing mechanism in the receiver.

input bit 1 [50].

This history also includes an important back mutation. In tracing gene 10 of agent #69062,

one finds the following sequence of ancestral genes:

Agent Gene

69062 10) A[8] > 1⇒ incA[3], decA[60]

26392 10) A[8] > 3⇒ incA[3], decA[20]

24306 10) A[8] > 11⇒ incA[3], decA[20]

24127 10) A[8] > 3⇒ incA[3], decA[20]

23219 10) A[8] > 1⇒ incA[3], decA[20]

The threshold is the component of interest. Two single-bit mutations occurred to switch it

from 1 to 3 to 11 and back. The changes from 1 to 3 and back were at exactly the same bit

in the genome, but the changes from 3 to 11 and back affected two different bits in the same

three-bit codon. This is evidence that one must be careful about ignoring back mutations in

genetic modeling.

4.5 First fully correct transmission

Finally, with agent #206821, the population found a way to correctly transmit both bits. This

innovation was complex.

The timing mechanism came from the right parent #206509 (Figure 21). Until this stage

of the sample run, timing had been in its own isolated network (as in #72045, Figure 18) but

this parent has a gene A[42] > 5 ⇒ incA[13], decA[40] connecting the timing mechanism to

pattern 13, which sets output bit 1.
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Figure 22: The left parent (#206439) of the first agent that correctly transmits both bits
(#206821, Figure 23), and an important gene that mutated in the child.

The sending and receiving mechanisms came from the left parent #206439 (Figure 22). In

addition, gene 2 mutated to connect to the timing mechanism.

The resulting child #206821 (Figure 23) has sub-optimal timing, but with a pre-boost mech-

anism. Pattern 2 in the receiver is always activated, which activates 42, which activates 13.

When the synapse is activated very late to indicate word 〈01〉, pattern 13 has been pre-boosted

to a fairly high activation level and has just enough time to reach the threshold of 10 by the

time the calculation stops, thereby enabling the receiver to output the word 〈01〉. The newly

mutated instruction A[4] > 3 ⇒ incA[12], decA[42] keeps pre-boosting from ruining the cor-

rect transmission of 〈10〉, which is encoded by early activation of the synapse. The key genes

forming the timing mechanism are at opposite ends of the genome.

Oddly, both parents have ratings of 60320, which was sub-optimal compared to the rest

of the population, but the combination of the two in conjunction with a substitution mutation

took advantage of both disabilities to produce a superior decoding mechanism.

4.6 First perfect score

Further corrections were made to timing, which eventually led to the first agent to achieve

a perfect score, #225284 in generation 750 (Figure 24). The synaptic code is essentially the

same as that used by its ancestor #72045 (Figure 18). Overall, the network has accumu-

lated considerable complexity, which suggests that repairing the timer without disturbing its

contribution to the receiving mechanism was difficult.

4.7 Saturation dynamics

Because of mutation, no genome can achieve perfect fixation, in which all genomes in the

population are identical. Instead, once a major innovation happens, the innovative mechanism
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Figure 24: Agent #225284, the first to achieve a perfect score of 80320, and its synaptic code.
See Figure 18 for a description of the synaptic code notation.
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Figure 25: Saturation after each major innovation: Number of agents scoring at least 60000
(top, dashed), 70000 (middle, dot-dashed), 80000 (bottom, solid) in each generation after the
appearance of the first agent scoring that high. Horizontal lines are at the means of the 40
right-most points of each data set.

spreads and eventually saturates the population with a large number of equally high-scoring

variants. However, the time required to reach saturation from a single innovator varied as

the simulation progressed, as did the score distribution at saturation. Specifically, each major

innovation spread exponentially fast, but at a slower rate for later major innovations (Fig-

ure 25). Fitting exponential curves er(t−t0) to the growth phase for each major innovation (via

least-squares linear regression on the natural logarithm of the counts) yields growth rate con-

stants r of 0.596 for the first, 0.325 for the second, and 0.271 for the third. Furthermore, the

long-term equilibrium number of high-scoring agents was lower after each major innovation.

Specifically, the means of the forty right-most points for each major innovation in Figure 25

are 382, 297, and 271. The slow-down and lower saturation levels appear to be due to the fact

that more complex networks are less likely to survive recombination and mutation intact.

4.8 Implicit selection

The population continued to evolve even after perfect solutions were discovered. Statistical

significance and p-values reported in this section are from Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney rank sum

tests applied to a feature of all agents in generations 800 and 1200 unless otherwise noted.

Recall that the keep-tail crossover procedure causes genomes to grow on average, in this

case 10% overall from 55.3 to 60.9 from generation 800 to 1200 (p = 5× 10−83, Figure 26a).

The average growth rate is 0.0124 genes per generation (slope of least-squares line through

mean genome length at generations 800, 850, . . . 1200). This is about half the rate seen in

Section 2.8, and that difference may be due to the greater overall genome length in this data

set.

Recall that the efficacious genes are the ones that are active during the transmission of at

least one word and are connected directly or indirectly to the synapse or output bits. These
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Figure 26: Distribution of (a) the total number of genes and (b) number of efficacious genes
in perfect scoring genomes as a function of generation number. Black dots • indicate the
mean, boxes indicate quartiles, whiskers indicate minimum and maximum, horizontal black
lines indicate medians.

form the regulatory network. Figure 26b shows that the number of efficacious genes roughly

held steady, leveling out at a mean of 13.4, which indicates that the spaces between efficacious

genes grew but the functional network did not. Generation 1200 actually has distinctly fewer

efficacious genes than generation 800 (p = 0.001).

The network also continued to evolve. For example, agent #369432 (Figure 27) appeared

in generation 1230 and has a perfect score, but with a different timer that is no longer entan-

gled with the sending mechanism (Figure 24). The apparent simplification of the mechanism

and appearance of another family of duplicate genes suggests that the ongoing changes are

not merely neutral drift. There is evidence of implicit selectional forces favoring more robust

solutions [19, 59, 84]. Recall that as new agents are added to the population, it is sorted by

rating, and ties are broken by putting newer genomes first. Since 200 agents are retained

from the old generation, a maximally scoring agent will not die until 200 maximally scoring

children have appeared, pushing it far enough down the list that it will not be retained for

the next generation. The population stabilizes at around 240–250 perfectly scoring agents, so

new agents with less than a perfect score die quickly and are largely irrelevant to the future
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Figure 28: Distributions of the number of deleterious possible mutations for perfectly scoring
agents as a function of generation number. Stripes in each box indicate deciles, and the central
line is the median. Later genomes are more robust to mutations.

of the population. Since no agents are immortal, the population can then experience what at

first appears to be neutral drift. However, a perfectly scoring genome whose offspring still

score perfectly under a larger set of mutations will have more descendants in that surviving

core. Thus, the population experiences implicit selective pressure favoring perfect solutions

that are more robust to mutations.

One way to measure implicit selection for robustness is to consider each perfectly scoring

genome in a generation and score the genomes that result from applying every possible single

mutation to it. Each possible mutation is either deleterious (lowers the score) or neutral. The

distribution of the number of deleterious mutations is shown in Figure 28, for generations 800,

850, . . . 1200. The mean decreases from 325.3 to 281.9, a drop of 13%, indicating an increase

in robustness (p = 1.4× 10−43).

A second measure is to check for a trend in the use of robust codons. Recall that the

genome is encoded using a majority-of-three code. One-fourth of the eight possible codons,
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Figure 29: Distributions of the number of robust genes as a function of generation number
among all agents and (a) all genes, (b) just efficacious genes, and (c) just inefficacious genes.
Later genomes are more robust to mutations. Black dots • indicate the mean, boxes indicate
quartiles, whiskers indicate minimum and maximum, horizontal black lines indicate medians.

〈000〉 and 〈111〉, are robust in that every possible point substitution yields a synonymous

codon, but all other codons are fragile in that two of the three possible point substitutions

yield a non-synonymous codon. Given a uniformly distributed random string of k codons, the

number of robust codons has a binomial distribution with expected value k/4. Since genes in

this simulation have 22 codons, those with 6 or more robust codons are said to be robust. Fig-

ure 29a shows the distribution of the number of robust genes. The mean increases from 26.5

to 36.1, an increase of 36%, confirming that there is implicit selection for robustness (t-test,

p = 7.1× 10−66).

Figure 29b and c show the number of robust efficacious and inefficacious genes. The

number of robust efficacious genes levels out after increasing to a mean of 9.1. However,

the number of robust inefficacious genes continues to grow, from a mean of 19.0 to 26.9

(p = 4.5 × 10−70). The total number of inefficacious genes grows from a mean of 41.5 to

47.6, so most of the increase is in the form of robust inefficacious genes. Therefore, robust

codons in inefficacious genes are significant. A possible explanation is that they decrease

the probability that a mutation will disrupt the efficacious network by joining in a previously

unused instruction.

5 Aggregate analysis

The next step is to extend the analysis to a larger data set. Three data sets consist of 10000

sample runs each under the same weak selection protocol as the case study but with each of

the three crossover variants keep-tail, length-neutral, and no-crossover. Three more data sets

consist of 10000 sample runs each under other selection protocols with the keep-tail crossover

variant. Some of the samples run to completion in a few minutes, some take several hours. The

largest samples take up tens of gigabytes of storage space. Overall, this section represents an
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Figure 30: Another example of a typical synaptic code, weak selection, keep-tail crossover,
sample run 3, first agent to earn a perfect score. See Figure 18 for an explanation of the
synaptic code notation.

analysis of roughly ten terabytes of simulation data.

All four selection protocols add 300 new agents while keeping the top k0 = 200 from the

previous generation.

• The weak selection protocol (k0 = 200,h1 = 100,k1 = 200,h2 = 500,k2 = 100) was

defined in Section 2.7 and used in the case study (Section 4).

• The very weak protocol (k0 = 200,h1 = 500,k1 = 300) is to build k1 = 300 new agents by

breeding any of the h1 = 500 agents, so breeding has no bias toward high scoring agents,

but since only the 200 highest scoring agents survive to the next generation, there is

survival selection for high scores.

• The strong protocol (k0 = 200,h1 = 100,k1 = 300) builds k1 = 300 new agents from the

top h1 = 100.

• The very strong protocol (k0 = 200,h1 = 10,k1 = 300) builds k1 = 300 new agents from

the top h1 = 10.

The emphasis of the analysis is on the first agent out of each sample that earns a perfect

score. Many of the data sets analyzed in this section have non-normal distributions, some tak-

ing small integer values, some with heavy upper tails, and some with outliers spanning many

orders of magnitude. These data sets are displayed on a logarithmic scale when appropriate,

and in terms of medians and quantiles as these statistics are less influenced by outliers and

heavy tails than means and variances. Most samples are large enough that any distinction that

is clearly visible on any chart is statistically significant. For detailed hypothesis test results,

see Section C.
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5.1 Typical and atypical synaptic codes, search time, genome size

Depending on the selection protocol and crossover variant, about 80% to 90% of sample runs

of the simulation find perfect solutions to the Copy(2, 1) problem that, as in the case study,

transmit the four input words using the synapse in the following straightforward way. A typ-

ical synaptic code represents the four possible input words by activating the synapse at four

different times: late or never for 〈00〉, very early for 〈11〉, and at intermediate times for 〈10〉
and 〈01〉. This encoding recognizes that 〈11〉 = 〈10〉 ∨ 〈01〉 (bit-wise OR), and roughly adds

the activation speeds for 〈10〉 and 〈01〉 to get the activation speed for 〈11〉. Solutions that use

typical codes and sample runs that find them will also be called typical. Examples of typical

synaptic codes are shown in Figures 24 and 30.

Other synaptic codes, genomes, and sample runs will be called atypical (Figure 31). Atyp-

ical perfect solutions are generally more complex, and the stronger selection protocols are

more likely to find them (Figure 32). The crossover variant has little impact on the fraction of

atypical codes.

The very strong protocol searches more agents before finding the first perfect solution

compared to other selection strengths, and atypical runs take longer overall compared to

typical runs under the same selection protocol (Figure 33). Trends among the other protocols

are uncertain.

Under weak selection (Figure 33b), the keep-tail and length-neutral crossover variants take

about the same amount of time, but the no-crossover variant searches nearly 10 times as many

agents to find perfect typical solutions. This is in agreement with an argument from popula-

tion genetics theory [20, § 6.8]: As networks form, it is likely that a mutation will discover a

potentially useful allele that only yields a benefit if a complementary allele is present at an-

other locus. Without recombination, such an allele must survive neutral drift and wait for a

complementary mutation to occur in one of its carriers before it can be selected. With recom-

bination, it must still survive neutral drift, but if a complementary mutation occurs anywhere

in the population, there is a reasonable chance that the two alleles will eventually occur in

the same organism, leading to faster discovery of the combination. The strength of this effect

depends on details of the population model, but it is clearly significant here.

Oddly, Figure 33 shows that without crossover, the median atypical run searched 435032

fewer agents than the median typical run. In all other configurations, median typical runs

are no longer than median atypical runs, and are clearly shorter than the median typical run

with no crossover. This suggests that typical mechanisms are discovered relatively quickly by

combining partial mechanisms, but are surprisingly difficult to discover sequentially. It is not

clear why this should be the case.

Stronger selection leads to longer typical genomes (Figure 34). Atypical solutions tend

to have distinctly longer genomes. As expected, keep-tail crossover leads to longer genomes

than length-neutral, and no-crossover leads to distinctly shorter genomes. The efficacious

genes show the same trends (Figure 35). This means that there is some implicit pressure
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Figure 31: Solutions that use atypical synaptic codes. See Figure 18 for an explanation of the
notation. Note the use of pulses, and non-activation to signal a word other than 〈00〉.
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Figure 33: Distribution of the number of agents searched before the first perfect solution is
found using (a) keep-tail crossover with each selection protocol, and (b) weak selection with
each crossover variant. Stripes in each box indicate deciles, and the central line is the median.
See Section C.1 for statistical test results.
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Figure 34: Distribution of the number of genes in the the first perfect solution using (a)
keep-tail crossover with each selection protocol, and (b) weak selection with each crossover
variant. Black dots • indicate the mean, boxes indicate quartiles, whiskers indicate minimum
and maximum, horizontal black lines indicate medians. Boxes labeled t include typical runs
only. Boxes labeled a include atypical runs only. See Section C.2 for statistical test results.

favoring shorter genomes when recombination is absent, or longer genomes when recombi-

nation is present, even if the recombination process does not itself affect genome length [14].

Without recombination, mechanisms must be built by discovering innovations in sequence, so

without crossover, partial solutions that can be completed with fewer additions are favored.

The astonishing range of genome lengths found in nature [25] is perhaps less surprising in

light of the huge range in genome length shown here.

Under keep-tail crossover, the longer a run takes, the longer the genome of the first perfect

solution no matter what selection strength is used (Figure 36). For all but very strong selec-

tion, there seems to be a rough power law relating genome length to the number of agents

searched. The data sets from typical solutions are dominated by large central clumps marked

by boxes. The clumps come from sample runs that searched 105–106 agents, and found solu-

tions with 30–100 genes. Atypical runs are more spread out.

Compared to keep-tail, length-neutral crossover shows spread in genome length about

the initial setting of 32 genes as the search time increases, but favoring longer genomes

(Figure 37). Unexpectedly, no-crossover leads to shorter genomes in longer runs (although the

effect is broad) which again indicates implicit pressure favoring shorter genomes when there is

no recombination. Based on the distributions of the overall number of genes (Figure 34b) and

number of efficacious genes (Figure 35b), keep-tail and length-neutral crossover seem to lead

to an accumulation of inefficacious genes as was observed in the case study (Section 4.8). A

possible explanation is that single-point crossover generates a force called removal bias [81] as

follows. If efficacious genes are grouped into clusters separated by long strings of inefficacious

genes, then the crossover point is likely to fall in one of these inefficacious strings, which

decreases the probability that misalignment will cause an efficacious gene will be deleted or

duplicated during crossover. Thus, removal of inefficacious genes is disfavored as it exposes
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Figure 35: Distribution of the number of efficacious genes in the the first perfect solution
using (a) keep-tail crossover with each selection protocol, and (b) weak selection with each
crossover variant. Black dots • indicate the mean, boxes indicate quartiles, whiskers indicate
minimum and maximum, horizontal black lines indicate medians. Boxes labeled t include
typical runs only. Boxes labeled a include atypical runs only. See Section C.3 for statistical
test results.

Figure 36: Scatter plots of number of genes in first perfect solution (vertical axes) as a func-
tion of number of agents searched (horizontal axes). Each column is for a different selection
strength, all with keep-tail crossover. Top row includes only typical runs, bottom includes only
atypical runs. Boxes within each scatter plot span second to ninth deciles in both features,
with cross lines at medians.
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Figure 37: Scatter plots of number of genes in first perfect solution (vertical axes) as a function
of number of agents searched (horizontal axes). Each column is for a different crossover
variant, all with weak selection. Top row includes only typical runs, bottom includes only
atypical runs. Boxes within each scatter plot span second to ninth deciles in both features,
with cross lines at medians.

the genome to greater risks during crossover. This happens in spite of the fact that crossover

indexes are restricted to be between genes (Section 2.6).

5.2 Innovations through outliers

As observed in the case study, innovations can come from agents called outliers whose scores

are below the current maximum. Unsurprisingly, such events are more likely under weaker

selection protocols, because stronger ones do not give outliers the opportunity to reproduce.

The majority of runs under very weak selection have at least one major innovation through

outliers, where most runs under strong and very strong selection have none at all (Figure 38).

No-crossover also yields few major innovations through outliers. A possible explanation is that

with crossover, these innovations happen when low-scoring parents happen to have comple-

mentary parts that recombine to form the innovative solution. Without recombination, that

cannot happen.

The prevalence of major innovations through outliers does not seem to be responsible for

the tendency for the weak and very weak selection protocols to yield shorter genomes than

the strong and very strong protocols. Among the first perfect solutions found by very weak
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Figure 39: Distribution of (a) the number of agents searched before finding the first perfect
solution, and (b) the number of genes in that solution, using keep-tail crossover and very weak
selection, grouped by the number of major innovations from outliers. See Section C.8 for
statistical test results.

selection, those with more major innovations through outliers actually have slightly larger

genomes and take longer to run (Figure 39). Only the apparent increases between runs with

2 and 3 such innovations are not statistically significant (Section C.8), and that is probably

due to the fact that there are only 143 runs with 3, leaving the upper tail of that distribution

underrepresented compared to the others.

5.3 Robustness of solutions

For each selection protocol, one can examine the first perfect solution, and compute the frac-

tion of robust efficacious and inefficacious genes, that is, those with more than the expected

number of robust codons (Figures 40, 41, and 42). Efficacious genes are generally more ro-

bust than inefficacious genes. The presence of outliers with many fragile efficacious genes is

not surprising, since these numbers are for the first perfect solution out of each run, of which

the efficacious genes are likely to include some that have recently experienced beneficial mu-
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Figure 40: Distribution among first perfect solutions of the fraction of robust efficacious (eff)
and inefficacious (ineff) genes, using (a) keep-tail crossover with each selection protocol, and
(b) weak selection with each crossover variant. See Section C.6 for statistical test results.

tations. A mutation that changes the instruction associated with a gene must result in a fragile

codon.

Likewise, the ratio of deleterious possible mutations to genome length can be calculated

(Figure 43). Among typical solutions, the median ratios are 4.93, 4.78, 4.69, and 5.37 under

very weak, weak, strong, and very strong selection, respectively. Among atypical solutions,

the median ratios are 4.90, 4.94, 5.07, and 5.74. In either case, under very strong selection,

the ratio is distinctly higher than under the other selection protocols, but otherwise there is no

simple trend relating selection strength to a higher ratio. (Distinctions among the other selec-

tion protocols are statistically significant but small for typical solutions, and not significant for

atypical solutions.) For strong and very strong selection, atypical solutions have a distinctly

higher ratio than typical. With weak selection, the distinction between typical is significant

for length-neutral and no crossover, and just fails to be significant (p = 0.056) for keep-tail

crossover. The keep-tail crossover variant causes genomes to grow, and most of the added

length consists of inefficacious genes. It is therefore unsurprising that keep-tail samples have

lower ratios overall than those from other crossover variants, as the denominators are larger.

The relationship between the number of deleterious possible mutations and genome length

is weak except that with no-crossover (Figure 44, right column), solutions found by most

sample runs lie in a crescent shaped clump. That is, it finds typical solutions of all lengths

with few deleterious possible mutations. The higher ratios in Figure 43b are likely due to the

fact that runs without crossover tend to find short solutions, which makes the denominators

small.
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Figure 41: Distribution among first perfect solutions of the fraction of robust efficacious genes,
using (a) keep-tail crossover with each selection protocol, and (b) weak selection with each
crossover variant. Boxes labeled t include typical runs only. Boxes labeled a include atypical
runs only. See Section C.4 for statistical test results.
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Figure 42: Distribution among first perfect solutions of the fraction of robust inefficacious
genes, using (a) keep-tail crossover with each selection protocol, and (b) weak selection with
each crossover variant. Boxes labeled t include typical runs only. Boxes labeled a include
atypical runs only. See Section C.5 for statistical test results.
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Figure 43: Ratio of deleterious possible mutations to genome length in the first perfect solu-
tion, using (a) keep-tail crossover with each selection protocol, and (b) weak selection with
each crossover variant. Boxes labeled t include typical runs only. Boxes labeled a include
atypical runs only. See Section C.7 for statistical test results.

Figure 44: Scatter plots of number of deleterious possible mutations (vertical axes) as a func-
tion of number of genes in first perfect agent (horizontal axes). Each column is for a different
crossover variant, all with weak selection. Top row includes only typical runs, bottom includes
atypical runs. Boxes within each scatter plot span second to ninth deciles in both features,
with cross lines at medians.
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5.4 Time for last major innovation

Population genetics models typically include a memoryless mutation process, that is, there is

a small fixed probability of mutation in each time step [20, 26, 65]. To sketch such a model,

suppose an organism is either of type A or B and is replaced asexually by a child in each time

step. If each organism has some fixed probability q of generating a child of the other type, then

the time until any A lineage mutates to B has a geometric distribution with parameter q and is

independent of how many steps have already passed without mutation. A more complex model

might include a directed chain of intermediate types of increasing fitness between A and B, in

which case the time until an A eventually becomes a B has a negative binomial distribution.

However, the data collected from this simulation does not fit a memoryless model. Define

the time for the last major innovation as the number of agents between the first agent to

achieve a rating of at least 70000 and the first to achieve a rating of at least 80000, that

is, how many agents must be searched to finish a mechanism that transmits all but one bit

correctly, ignoring the timing mechanism. Log-density histograms (Figure 45) do not appear

to be consistent with the log-probability-mass function for a geometric distribution, which

is linear, or with that of a negative binomial distribution, which is concave down with an

asymptotically linear drop off. Instead, each histogram is concave up and weighted toward

short times but with a heavy tail. The last major innovation is biased in favor of happening

either shortly after the next-to-last major innovation, or after an unexpectedly long time. The

effect seems to diminish with increasing selection strength.

6 Conclusion and further questions

The UM simulation evolves perfect solutions to the Copy(2, 1) problem under a variety of se-

lection protocols and crossover variants. A detailed case study of a single run reveals the

mechanisms at work. The evolutionary dynamics overcame the chicken-and-egg nature of the

problem by finding a sequence of partial solutions. It started with a simple chain of two genes,

then developed a more sophisticated sender, then the associated receiver, and so on. From

the histories of certain efficacious genes it is clear that gene duplication assisted in network

formation in addition to adjusting the dosage of abstract chemical patterns. A duplicate of one

of these genes experienced a substitution, forming a new regulatory connection, thereby ex-

panding the network and improving its function. As the population discovered partial solutions

with increasing complexity, further innovations took longer to find, and high scoring agents

made up a smaller portion of the population. All of the major innovations involved crossover.

New combinations of variants of existing mechanisms triggered each breakthrough. Several

innovations came from crossing parents with distinctly low scores. There was an important

back mutation. The first perfect solution represents each input bit as an activation speed and

combines them roughly additively.

Evolution continued even after finding a genome with a perfect score, resulting in new net-
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Figure 45: Histograms for the number of agents searched between the two last major innova-
tions, using (a) very weak, (b) weak, (c) strong, and (d) very strong selection. Vertical axes are
the logarithm fraction of samples in each bin.
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works that are more robust against mutation and crossover. The duplicate genes in #369432

(Figure 27) may be favored because they add robustness to the network in the form of redun-

dancy [34, 66]. Many perfectly scoring agents in this sample run have similar networks with

three to five variant copies of these genes. These duplications may, however, be a product of

chance, since they lie at the very end of the genome where they are particularly subject to

indirect duplication.

Based on these observations, the choice of an ARN execution model and genetic encoding

compatible with crossover and gene duplication in simulating the evolution of biochemical

computation reveals important phenomena that would otherwise be obscured.

Aggregate analysis reveals a complex relationship between selection strength and the evo-

lutionary trajectory. The roughly additive synaptic code seen in the case study turns out to be

typical of the synaptic codes found by the simulation. The probability of finding an atypical so-

lution increases with selection strength. Using keep-tail crossover and comparing the results

of different selection protocols, sample runs using very strong selection take longer to find

perfect solutions. The solutions they find generally contain more efficacious genes and are

less robust. A plausible explanation for these effects begins with the observation that since

very strong selection only allows 10 agents per generation to breed, such runs contain low

genetic diversity, so they take longer to explore the space of possible genomes. Since keep-tail

crossover causes genomes to accumulate length over time, runs under very strong selection

have longer to accumulate length. Apparently, greater genome length and longer search time

increase the chance of stumbling onto larger, clumsier mechanisms that still solve the commu-

nication problem but are fragile. Forces other than keep-tail crossover are definitely affecting

the genome length and search time, since the point clouds in Figure 36 for very strong selec-

tion are more diffuse than those for other selection strengths. A topic for further study is the

extent to which genetic diversity might be the cause.

Very weak selection produces smaller, more robust solutions that are discovered more

quickly. Using weak and strong selection, runs of the simulation search about as many agents

as when using very weak selection, but the resulting solutions have genomes that are generally

longer and contain larger networks of efficacious genes. These trends are clearly visible in the

means and medians shown in the figures in Section 5. However, the distributions of genome

length, number of agents searched, and other features of the sample runs are very spread out,

some over several orders of magnitude.

Recombination results in significantly faster discovery of perfect solutions. Overall, the

sample runs with no crossover took an order of magnitude longer to find perfect solutions

than those with the other two crossover variants. These runs also yielded distinctly shorter

genomes. The explanation for the short genomes seems to be that without crossover, partial

mechanisms that require fewer added genes to achieve greater functionality are favored (al-

though they take many generations to discover) and there is no removal bias to reward the

accumulation of inefficacious spaces between efficacious genes.
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The case study showed how key innovations can be discovered based on agents that did

not achieve the highest rating over the population at that time. This suggests that selection-

mutation processes sometimes use a kind of tunneling to escape through a fitness barrier or

entropy barrier in a fitness landscape [15, 24, 58]. Genomes rated lower than the population’s

maximum are more likely to be close to the boundary of the hill or ridge in the fitness landscape

where the population is concentrated. They are therefore more likely to produce offspring on

an adjoining hill. Once that happens, small mutations can lead the population to climb the

hill to a new maximum, and the process repeats. Weak and very weak selection clearly make

use of this mechanism (Figure 38). However, it is unlikely to be responsible for the greater

speed of evolution under these protocols since number of agents searched increases with the

number of innovations through outliers (Figure 39).

It may seem obvious that outliers are more likely to produce offspring that cross a fitness

valley than genomes at the top of a hill, but this phenomenon is often absent from simulations

[69], and omitted from models, such as evolution by neutral drift [65]. The justification for

such omissions is the simplifying assumption that selection drives deleterious mutations to

extinction so rapidly that they have no permanent impact on the species. However, in light of

this study and others [15, 24, 58], it is clear that this assumption is not always appropriate, and

that deleterious mutations may contribute indirectly to the evolutionary discovery of beneficial

mutations.

Aggregate analysis confirms that there are indirect selective forces. Figures 28 and 29

indicate that there is implicit selection for robustness against mutation, including codon bias,

and that it affects both the efficacious and inefficacious genes. As genomes grow, they accu-

mulate inefficacious genes (Figure 29c), which suggests that networks experience pressure to

move genes toward locations that are less likely to be disrupted by crossover. Further study

of these phenomena is needed.

The unexpected distributions of times for the final innovation (Section 5.4) may indicate a

complex interaction between population size, genetic diversity, and founder effects. When an

innovative genome is discovered after a long equilibrium period, the population has probably

accumulated considerable diversity. That diversity diminishes as the innovation spreads, but

before it disappears, it may increase the probability of a second innovation. Further studies

should investigate this possibility.

The analysis of many sample runs confirms that ARNs evolved by this simulation have a

number of properties that mimic natural GRNs. Most genes in the simulated genomes are

never active, which agrees with observations that many non-coding regions in higher organ-

isms are never transcribed, produce non-functional products, or are otherwise seemingly un-

necessary. Inefficacious simulated genes and natural non-coding regions do seem to serve

purposes however, such as facilitating gene duplication events during recombination [49].

Natural introns are known to influence recombination rates [4, 5, 13, 14] and chromosome

reorganization [12]. In its current form, the UM simulation does not include chromosome re-
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organization or non-uniform recombination rates, but future studies using the UM simulation

could be used to investigate a related phenomenon, the extent to which “spacers” consisting of

consecutive inefficacious genes organize efficacious genes into functional modules and protect

them from breaking up during recombination. Thus the UM simulation framework provides

further evidence that non-coding DNA should not be classified as junk, and can test hypothe-

ses about its functions [10, 72]. The computational networks discovered by this simulation can

be somewhat tangled, with the timing mechanism intertwined with the decoding mechanism.

This reflects the interconnectedness of biochemical reaction networks, in which a single gene

product may have several different roles in seemingly unrelated systems.

Certain parameters in the simulation are the result of trial and error and could be tweaked

more rigorously. The mutation rate, for example, seems to be high. Also, the number of

instruction bits allocated for patterns and thresholds determines their ranges, which places

constraints on the network structure of the resulting UM programs. If patterns have many bits,

then there are too many possible patterns, most genes in the initial population will not interact,

and the simulation makes no progress toward a solution. If patterns have few bits, then too

many genes in the initial population will interact, resulting in excessive activation and an

onslaught of mutations that interfere with any partial solution that happens to be discovered.

These parameters should be tested and modeled to determine appropriate ranges.

In the current simulation, agents do not interact at all. An obvious extension to this project

is to rate agents on their ability to communicate with each other rather than how well UMs

with the same genome communicate within an agent-colony. Preliminary experiments suggest

that the population takes much longer to arrive at a perfectly correct coding mechanism,

apparently because potentially useful communication features grant no benefit unless others

in the population have them as well [3, 16, 17, 55]. Thus, useful genes may not be noticed

until they surpass some threshold frequency through neutral drift.

The UM was designed to resemble a gene regulatory network in both its execution model

and its binary encoding. However, many details of molecular genetics were omitted that may

be worth including in a future project. One such possibility is to add more flexible mechanisms

for activating and deactivating instructions. Currently, each UM instruction is regulated by a

single switch pattern, and only units of that exact pattern affect it. Transcription of a gene in

natural DNA is more complicated. It may be controlled by several binding sites, and there may

be many transcription factors and repressors that bind to those sites with variable strengths

depending on how closely the site matches their preferred nucleotide sequence [7, 31, 32, 39–

41]. Methylation, nucleosomes, and other biochemical structures also affect gene activation.

Analogous features could be added to the UM.

Additionally, the simulated reproduction process includes crossover, but not in the usual

diploid way. The following thought experiment suggests that this is a potentially crucial detail

that could impact the spread of an innovation. Suppose two genes present in the simulated

population would grant a fitness benefit if both occurred in the same agent (epistasis), but are
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otherwise neutral. Suppose they are not yet common, and are located near opposite ends of

the chromosome. The population could discover the combination fairly easily. Crossover is

likely to happen away from the ends of the chromosomes, so a mating between agents, each

with one of these genes, is likely to result in a chromosome with both genes. However, the

combination will likely have to be re-discovered several times before it can spread, because

crossovers involving the first innovative agent are also likely to happen mid-chromosome and

separate the pair. Without elitism, the combination would be at risk of going extinct.

In contrast, during natural meiosis, matching chromosomes are both duplicated and re-

combined, yielding haploid cells with a mixture of both parents’ chromosomes, but with the

possibility of having unchanged copies of one of the parents’ chromosomes [27]. Consider a

modification of the simulation with a true diploid genome consisting of one pair of chromo-

somes. Continuing the thought experiment, the beneficial pairing of two genes at distant loci

will first occur when each is on a different chromosome in the same agent. A bit less than 1/4

of its gametes will have a mixed chromosome with both genes, and about 1/4 of the child’s

gametes will have an intact copy of that chromosome. The pair has a greater probability of

being transmitted to future generations than under the simulation’s haploid genome architec-

ture, which should increase the speed at which it spreads. In a population without elitism, this

effect might significantly increase the probability that the combination gets established before

accidentally going extinct. This dynamic difference between recombination algorithms could

be part of why so many organisms reproduce use a diploid genome architecture. Many details

of this conjecture remain to be worked out and confirmed. The current simulation could be

modified to include full diploid recombination. One of the advantages of the UM over the para-

metric, register machine, and LISP execution models is that it is especially compatible with a

diploid genome. All chromosomes can be decoded into UM instructions, and since their loci in

the genome are irrelevant to its abstract biochemical execution model, the resulting program

is perfectly valid. The UM therefore provides an ideal platform for studying different genome

architectures and models of recombination.
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A Algorithm for identifying efficacious genes

This is the algorithm for determining the efficacious genes in a genome. Split each instruction

A[s] > θ⇒ incA[pup], decA[pdown] that is ever active during the transmission of any input word

into two arrows (directed edges) s→ pup and s→ pdown. These arrows form a directed graph.

We will build sets Ek containing identified efficacious arrows, Ak containing the remaining

arrows, and Pk containing ever more patterns referred to by elements of Ek. The calculation

is as follows. Initialize the iteration by defining E0 = ∅, P0 = the set of patterns used for output

by a channel, and A0 = the set of all arrows. Iteratively, let

Ek = Ek−1 ∪ { s→ t ∈ Ak−1 | t ∈ Pk−1 }

that is, add to Ek−1 all remaining arrows that target a pattern known to be relevant. Let

Ak = Ak−1 \ Ek, removing the arrows just added to form Ek. Let

Pk = Pk−1 ∪ { s | s→ t ∈ Ek }

be all known relevant patterns including the switch patterns from all arrows newly added to

Ek.

Eventually, the iteration settles at a fixed state, that is an EK equal to EK−1, and this EK

is the maximal subgraph of arrows that affect the output of this particular UM. Those are the

efficacious arrows, and the instructions they came from are also called efficacious.
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B Implementation details for the simulation

What follows is Haskell-like pseudo-code showing details of the implementation of the Utrecht

machine simulation.

Sketch of general data structures

1 type Array indexType elementType ...

2

3 -- linked lists, shorthand: {1, 2, 3} = 1:2:3:Nil

4 data List elementType = Nil | elementType : (List elementType) ...

5

6 data Boolean = False | True

Data structures for representing Utrecht machines.

1 -- patterns are integers used for a special purpose

2 type Pattern = Int

3

4 record Instruction where

5 pSwitch :: Pattern

6 threshold :: Int

7 pUp :: Pattern

8 pDown :: Pattern

9

10 record Channel where

11 pSwitch :: Pattern

12 threshold :: Int

13 pUp :: Pattern

14

15 record UMProgram where

16 instructions :: List Instruction

17 outputChannels :: List Channel

18

19 record UMState where

20 activations :: Array Pattern Int

21 outputs :: List Pattern

22

23 record ColonyProgram where

24 sender :: UMProgram

25 receiver :: UMProgram

26

27 record ColonyState where

28 sender :: UMState

29 senderRolePattern :: Pattern

30 receiver :: UMState

31 receiverRolePattern :: Pattern
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This is the procedure for executing one time step of a UM.

1 def nextUMStep(program :: UMProgram,

2 state :: UMState,

3 inputs :: List Pattern) → UMState

4

5 let aWithInput = copy(state.activations)

6

7 -- apply inputs

8 for p in state.inputs

9 aWithInput[p] ← aWithInput[p] + 1

10

11 -- run instructions

12 let aNext = copy(aWithInput)

13

14 for inst in program.instructions

15 if aWithInput[inst.pSwitch] > inst.threshold

16 then

17 aNext[inst.pUp] ← aNext[inst.pUp] + 1

18 aNext[inst.pDown] ← aNext[inst.pDown] - 1

19

20 -- build a list of outputs to set

21 let outputsSet = {c.pUp

22 | c in program.outputChannels,

23 aNext[c.pSwitch] > c.threshold}

24

25 return UMState {activations = aNext, outputs = outputsSet}

This is how to update the colony state.

1 def nextColonyStep(program :: ColonyProgram,

2 state :: ColonyState,

3 inputs :: List Pattern) → ColonyState

4 let nextSenderState =

5 nextUMState(program.sender,

6 state.sender,

7 append({program.senderRolePattern}, inputs))

8 let nextReceiverState =

9 nextUMState(program.receiver,

10 state.receiver,

11 append({program.receiverRolePattern},

12 nextSenderState.outputs))

13 return ColonyState {sender = nextSenderState,

14 receiver = nextReceiverState}

The next listing is about how to decode the genome. Boolean values are interpreted nu-
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merically as 1 for true and 0 for false when adding or multiplying. Each instruction requires

four integers. The patterns (pswitch, pup, pdown) are 6 bits each, going from 0 to 63. Thresholds

are 4 bits each, going from 0 to 15. Each instruction has three patterns and one threshold

for a total of 22 bits in the instruction bit string. The majority-of-three code requires three

genome bits for each instruction bit, so each instruction spans 66 genome bits. Bit widths of

patterns and thresholds are configurable in the actual implementation.

1 -- aliases for lists of bits to indicate their purpose:

2 type GenomeBits = List Boolean

3 type InstructionBits = List Boolean

4

5 splitOff :: (List Int, List elem) → (List (List elem), List elem)

6 -- Given a list of numbers {n1, n2, ...},

7 -- and a list of items,

8 -- return ({the first n1 items, the next n2 items, ...},

9 -- rest of items)

10

11 -- Convert a list of bits to an integer,

12 -- base two encoding.

13 -- Gray coding will be an option in a future version.

14 def bitsToInt(bits :: List Boolean) → Int

15 if bits == Nil

16 then return 0

17 else

18 return first(bits) + 2 bitsToInt(rest(bits))

19

20 -- Convert a binary genome to instruction bits

21 -- by interpreting it as a majority-of-three code

22 def readCodons(g :: GenomeBits) → InstructionBits

23 if g == Nil

24 then return Nil

25 else

26 -- read first three bits

27 let ({front}, rest) = splitOff({3}, g)

28 -- if at least two are set, emit True, else emit False

29 -- and read the rest of the list

30 return (total(front) > 2):readCodons(g)

31

32 -- Convert instruction bits to instructions

33 def readInstructions(p :: InstructionBits) → List Instruction

34 if p == Nil

35 then return Nil

36 else

37 -- read short lists of bits
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38 let ({pSwitchBits, thresholdBits, pUpBits, pDownBits},

39 rest) = splitOff({6,4,6,6}, p)

40 -- build an instruction

41 let inst =

42 Instruction {pSwitch = bitsToInt(pSwitchBits),

43 threshold = bitsToInt(thresholdBits),

44 pUp = bitsToInt(pUpBits),

45 pDown = bitsToInt(pDownBits)}

46 -- and read the rest of the list

47 return inst : readInstructions(rest)

The initial population consists of 500 genomes, each consisting of 32 genes of 66 bits each,

and each bit is on or off, selected uniformly at random.

The reproduction process is as follows:

1. Crossover, keep-tail variant: Given two parent genomes left and right, choose a integer

n uniformly at random between 1 and the length of the left parent genome minus 1.

Concatenate the genes left[0:n] (meaning genes 0 through n − 1, using the Python

zero-based index convention) to the genes right[n:] (meaning genes n through the

end). If right is shorter than n, use an empty list for its contribution. Call the resulting

genome child.

2. Crossover, length-neutral variant: Given two parent genomes left and right, choose a

integer n uniformly at random between 1 and the minimum of the lengths of the parent

genomes minus 1. The corner case in the keep-tail variant where the right genome is too

short cannot occur. Concatenate the genes left[0:n] (meaning genes 0 through n − 1,

using the Python zero-based index convention) to the genes right[n:] (meaning genes

n through the end). Call the resulting genome child.

3. Crossover, no-crossover variant: The left parent is chosen as the child.

4. Mutations: Using a Poisson process with parameter 0.005, choose bit indices into child

to toggle. This is a fast way of approximating the slower process of toggling each bit

independently with probability 0.005. Likewise, using a Poisson process approximation,

duplicate each gene with probability 0.001 and delete each gene with probability 0.001.

(In this context a gene is a span of 66 bits of the form child[66j:66*(j+1)] for a whole

number j. Each gene represents exactly one instruction in its entirety.)

5. Agent construction: After mutations, interpret child using readCodons followed by readInstructions

resulting in a list of UM instructions. Build a UMProgram called sender from those instruc-

tions and the synaptic output channel Channel {pSwitch=3, threshold=10, pUp=4}.

Build a UMProgram called receiver from the same instructions and the output channels

Channel {pSwitch=12, threshold=10, pUp=0} and Channel {pSwitch=13, threshold=10,

pUp=1} for the two output bits, and Channel {pSwitch=0, threshold=10, pUp=-1} for

the stop signal. Build a ColonyProgram from sender and receiver. Build UMStates with
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zero for all activations and no outputs for sender and receiver. Combine those to form

an initial ColonyState with senderRolePattern=0 and receiverRolePattern=1.

6. Test on input words: Inputs to the colony consist of lists of 8 added to indices for the bits

in the input word that are set, so 〈00〉 is represented by an empty list {}, 〈10〉 in which

bit 0 is set is represented by {8}, 〈01〉 is {9}, and 〈11〉 is {8,9}. Output words are read

from the receiver’s channels, where the channel reading pattern 12 indicates whether bit

0 is on or off and the channel reading pattern 13 indicates bit 1. For each possible input

word, start with a copy of that initial (or 0-th) ColonyState, use the list of set input bits

as input, and iterate nextColonyStep until either the receiver outputs include -1 or the

100-th iterate has been reached. Read the output bits from the receiver state, and add

the following to genome’s score: 10, 000 points for each output bit that is the same as the

corresponding input bit, plus 80 minus one point for every time step beyond 20 that the

colony used.

7. Form next generation: The population is maintained as a list of agents in decreasing order

of rating. Each generation consists of 500 agents. The selection process is as follows: A

selection protocol specifies integers k0,h1,k1, . . . ,hL,kL, with k0 + k1 + · · · + kL = 500.

A list of the top k0 agents of the current generation are kept. Children are added to the

front of this list. A list of k1 random children are bred from pairs selected uniformly at

random from the h1 highest-rated existing agents. A list of k2 random children are bred

from the h2 highest rated, and so on. It is possible for the same parent to be used as both

left and right, as in self-pollination of flowers. Then the list is stably sorted by rating,

at which point the population is ready for the next generation.

Small details of the selection protocol can have a significant impact on the dynamics. For

example, suppose that the population is stored in a list in order of descending rating, and

that children are added to the back of the list of surviving agents rating rather than the front.

This process leads to stagnation: The first few agents in the list are immortal until some

innovation is discovered, but children are likely to differ from them by only a few mutations.

Thus, the population settles at a local maximum, and explores only the immediate vicinity

without spreading out across whatever ridge of maximum rating might be present. At one

stage in its implementation, this simulation suffered from this source of stagnation, and would

routinely run for a very long time without discovering any innovations. The solution was to

place children in front of surviving agents, so that eventually, highly rated old agents die when

their highly rated children push them far enough down the list.

The actual implementation is significantly more complicated than this sketch, because the

simulation engine saves a record of the population in a database spanning several files, and

with options to keep or discard some details. The case study, for example, preserves all details

and occupies 221 megabytes of disk space when uncompressed. Some of the longer runs re-

quire tens of gigabytes of disk space. Random numbers are generated by using a version of the

Mersenne twister [79] adapted from code posted at http://www.math.sci.hiroshima-u.ac.
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jp/~m-mat/MT/SFMT/. Its state is recorded so that the simulation can be exactly reproduced

from the seed state.

The simulation can also generate GraphML representations of UM programs, suitable for

the yEd diagram editor, which was used to generate many of the pictures in this article. YEd

is available for free for all major platforms at http://www.yworks.com.
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C Statistical test results

The following are the results of Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon rank sum tests conducted using R and

Mathematica. This a non-parametric test of the null hypothesis that there is no location shift

between the distributions of two samples. The location shift is the median of the difference

between a sample from each distribution, which is not generally the same as the difference be-

tween the medians or means of the two distributions. Data sets are treated as unpaired except

as noted. A comparison with a p-value of 0.05 or less is considered statistically significant.

This test was selected over a t-test because most of the data is not normally distributed.

Some quantities of interest are restricted to small integer values. Some are highly asymmetric,

with one heavy tail. Some have outliers spanning many orders of magnitude. Since t-tests give

suspect results in these circumstances, the rank sum test was an appropriate alternative.

Due to large sample sizes, most of these tests result in rejection of the null hypothesis with

extremely small p-values, some as small as 10−800. To reduce visual clutter, no p-value is re-

ported when p < 0.001. Comparisons yielding p < 0.05 are considered statistically significant

and are marked •. Those yielding p > 0.05 are considered not statistically significant and are

marked 	. Given values of ∆ are estimates for the location shift between the two distributions,

and the notation ∆ = . . . , [a,b] indicates [a,b] is a 95% confidence interval. The exact values

of ∆, a, and b are just above or below a data point in this test, which for integer-valued data

yields results like ∆ = 2.00005, [0.9999, 2.00009]. To reduce visual clutter in such cases, these

numbers are rounded to the nearest integer as in ∆ = 2, [1, 2] except when all three would

round to 0 and lose their signs. A quirk of R’s implementation of the rank sum test is that

sometimes when ∆ ≈ a ≈ b, the estimate of ∆ lies just outside [a,b], but in every such case

the result is clearly in support of ∆ near its given value.
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C.1 Number of agents searched

Tests for differences in the number of agents searched before finding the first perfect solution;

see Figure 33

Null hypothesis: No location shift between typical and atypical runs. Positive ∆ means

atypical runs search more agents than typical runs.

• very weak, keep-tail: ∆ = 337665, [301213, 377528]

• weak, keep-tail: ∆ = 304432, [277799, 3326337]

• strong, keep-tail: ∆ = 274836, [252145, 298698]

• very strong, keep-tail: ∆ = 187080, [158388, 215755]

• weak, length-neutral: ∆ = 287993, [255412, 322240]

• weak, no crossover: ∆ = −273616, [−360659,−190351]

Null hypothesis: Among typical runs, using keep-tail crossover, there is no location shift

when using different selection strengths. Positive ∆ indicates that the weaker selection strength

searched more agents.

• very weak vs. weak: ∆ = 38305, [33696, 42921]

• very weak vs. strong: ∆ = 34436, [29748, 39122]

• very weak vs. very strong: ∆ = −519902, [−534181,−505788]

	 weak vs. strong: p = 0.094, ∆ = −3951, [−8589, 671]

• weak vs. very strong: ∆ = −558986, [−573377,−544792]

• strong vs. very strong: ∆ = −559893, [−574269,−545708]

Null hypothesis: Among atypical runs, using keep-tail crossover, there is no location shift

when using different selection strengths. Positive ∆ indicates that the weaker selection strength

searched more agents.

• very weak vs. weak: p = 0.001844, ∆ = 77375, [28193, 128256]

• very weak vs. strong: ∆ = 96888, [49367, 145476]

• very weak vs. very strong: ∆ = −303172, [−358075,−246646]

	 weak vs. strong: p = 0.327703, ∆ = 19885, [−19789, 59924]

• weak vs. very strong: ∆ = −394658, [−440131,−349686]

• strong vs. very strong: ∆ = −423493, [−467273,−379561]
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Null hypothesis: Among typical runs, using weak selection, there is no location shift

when using different crossover variants. Negative ∆ indicates that the left crossover variant

searched fewer agents.

• keep-tail vs. length-neutral: ∆ = −34184, [−39496,−28902]

• keep-tail vs. no-crossover: ∆ = −1161217, [−1194892,−1128076]

• length-neutral vs. no-crossover: ∆ = −1107811, [−1141598,−1074518]

Null hypothesis: Among atypical runs, using weak selection, there is no location shift

when using different crossover variants. Negative ∆ indicates that the left crossover variant

searched fewer agents.

	 keep-tail vs. length-neutral: p = 0.294822, ∆ = −25551, [−73667, 22200]

• keep-tail vs. no crossover: ∆ = −412027, [−488044,−340267]

• length-neutral vs. no crossover: ∆ = −379579, [−462700,−299067]
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C.2 Number of genes

Tests for differences in the number of genes in the first perfect solution; see Figure 34.

Null hypothesis: No location shift between typical and atypical runs. Positive ∆ means

atypical runs resulted in more genes than typical runs.

• very weak, keep-tail: ∆ = 14, [13, 16]

• weak, keep-tail: ∆ = 18, [17, 20]

• strong, keep-tail: ∆ = 19, [18, 21]

• very strong, keep-tail: ∆ = 8, [8, 9]

• weak, length-neutral: ∆ = 4, [3, 5]

• weak, no crossover: ∆ = 4, [3, 5]

Null hypothesis: Among typical runs, using keep-tail crossover, there is no location shift

when using different selection strengths. Negative ∆ indicates that the stronger selection

strength resulted in more genes.

• very weak vs. weak: ∆ = −4, [−5,−4]

• very weak vs. strong: ∆ = −6, [−6,−6]

• very weak vs. very strong: ∆ = −10, [−11,−10]

• weak vs. strong: ∆ = −2, [−2,−1]

• weak vs. very strong: ∆ = −6, [−6,−5]

• strong vs. very strong: ∆ = −4, [−4,−3]

Null hypothesis: Among atypical runs, using keep-tail crossover, there is no location shift

when using different selection strengths. Negative ∆ indicates that the stronger selection

strength resulted in more genes.

• very weak vs. weak: ∆ = −8, [−10,−5]

• very weak vs. strong: ∆ = −10, [−13,−8]

• very weak vs. very strong: p = 0.004462, ∆ = −3, [−5,−1]

	 weak vs. strong: p = 0.059787, ∆ = −2, [−5, 0]

• weak vs. very strong: ∆ = 5, [3, 7]

• strong vs. very strong: ∆ = 8, [6, 10]

Null hypothesis: Among typical runs, using weak selection, there is no location shift when

using different crossover variants. Positive ∆ indicates that the left crossover variant resulted

in more genes.
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• keep-tail vs. length-neutral: ∆ = 12, [12, 12]

• keep-tail vs. no-crossover: ∆ = 22, [22, 23]

• length-neutral vs. no-crossover: ∆ = 10, [9, 10]

Null hypothesis: Among typical runs, using weak selection, there is no location shift when

using different crossover variants. Positive ∆ indicates that the left crossover variant resulted

in more genes.

• keep-tail vs. length-neutral: ∆ = 28, [26, 30]

• keep-tail vs. no crossover: ∆ = 39, [37, 41]

• length-neutral vs. no crossover: ∆ = 10, [9, 11]
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C.3 Number of efficacious genes

Tests for differences in the number of efficacious genes in the first perfect solution; see Fig-

ure 35.

Null hypothesis: No location shift between typical and atypical runs. Positive ∆ means

atypical runs resulted in more efficacious genes than typical runs.

• very weak, keep-tail: ∆ = 4, [4, 4]

• weak, keep-tail: ∆ = 5, [5, 6]

• strong, keep-tail: ∆ = 6, [5, 6]

• very strong, keep-tail: ∆ = 4, [4, 4]

• weak, length-neutral: ∆ = 2, [2, 2]

• weak, no crossover: ∆ = 2, [2, 2]

Null hypothesis: Among typical runs, using keep-tail crossover, there is no location shift

when using different selection strengths. Negative ∆ indicates that the stronger selection

resulted in more efficacious genes. The test indicates a statistically significant difference for

weak vs. strong selection, but its value is practically zero.

• very weak vs. weak: ∆ = −1, [−1,−1]

• very weak vs. strong: ∆ = −1, [−1,−1]

• very weak vs. very strong: ∆ = −2, [−2,−2]

• weak vs. strong: ∆ = −0.000037, [−0.000008,−0.000006]

• weak vs. very strong: ∆ = −1, [−1,−1]

• strong vs. very strong: ∆ = −1, [−1,−1]

Null hypothesis: Among atypical runs, using keep-tail crossover, there is no location shift

when using different selection strengths. Negative ∆ indicates that the stronger selection

resulted in more efficacious genes.

• very weak vs. weak: ∆ = −2, [−3,−2]

• very weak vs. strong: ∆ = −2, [−3,−2]

• very weak vs. very strong: ∆ = −2, [−3,−2]

	 weak vs. strong: p = 0.086802, ∆ = −1, [−1, 0]

	 weak vs. very strong: p = 0.767048, ∆ = 0, [−1, 0]

	 strong vs. very strong: p = 0.069159, ∆ = 0, [0, 1]
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Null hypothesis: Among typical runs, using weak selection, there is no location shift when

using different crossover variants. Positive ∆ indicates that the left crossover variant resulted

in more efficacious genes.

• keep-tail vs. length-neutral: ∆ = 1, [1, 1]

• keep-tail vs. no crossover: ∆ = 3, [3, 3]

• length-neutral vs. no crossover: ∆ = 2, [2, 2]

Null hypothesis: Among typical runs, using weak selection, there is no location shift when

using different crossover variants. Positive ∆ indicates that the left crossover variant resulted

in more efficacious genes.

• keep-tail vs. length-neutral: ∆ = 4, [4, 5]

• keep-tail vs. no crossover: ∆ = 7, [6, 7]

• length-neutral vs. no crossover: ∆ = 2, [2, 3]
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C.4 Fraction of robust efficacious genes

Tests for differences in the fraction of efficacious genes in the first perfect solution that have

an above-average number of robust codons; see Figure 41.

Null hypothesis: No location shift between typical and atypical runs. Negative ∆ means

typical runs resulted in a greater fraction of robust efficacious genes than atypical runs.

• very weak, keep-tail: ∆ = −0.021741, [−0.033332,−0.007041]

• weak, keep-tail: ∆ = −0.027796, [−0.037901,−0.018416]

• strong, keep-tail: ∆ = −0.030231, [−0.038488,−0.020949]

	 very strong, keep-tail: p = 0.468434, ∆ = −0.000000, [−0.006979, 0.000031]

	 weak, length-neutral: p = 0.078465, ∆ = −0.009576, [−0.023763, 0.000011]

• no crossover: p = 0.042500, ∆ = −0.009665, [−0.025088,−0.000015]

Null hypothesis: Among typical runs, using keep-tail crossover, there is no location shift

when using different selection strengths. Positive ∆ indicates that the stronger selection

strength resulted in a greater fraction of robust genes among efficacious genes. For very

weak, weak, and strong selection, ∆ ≈ 0. Only very strong selection yielded a practically

greater fraction of robust efficacious genes compared to other selection strengths.

	 very weak vs. weak: p = 0.071647, ∆ = 0.000001, [−0.000024, 0.004181]

• very weak vs. strong: p = 0.006816, ∆ = 0.000050, [0.000022, 0.008571]

• very weak vs. very strong: ∆ = 0.090219, [0.083949, 0.095268]

	 weak vs. strong: p = 0.357013, ∆ = 0.000085, [−0.000018, 0.000045]

• weak vs. very strong: ∆ = 0.084529, [0.083322, 0.090861]

• strong vs. very strong: ∆ = 0.083373, [0.080761, 0.087766]

Null hypothesis: Among atypical runs, using keep-tail crossover, there is no location shift

when using different selection strengths. Positive ∆ indicates that the stronger selection

strength resulted in a greater fraction of robust genes among efficacious genes.

	 very weak vs. weak: p = 0.135667, ∆ = 0.010258, [−0.000006, 0.023873]

• very weak vs. strong: p = 0.031616, ∆ = 0.015852, [0.000017, 0.029212]

• very weak vs. very strong: ∆ = 0.070915, [0.058418, 0.083270]

	 weak vs. strong: p = 0.457418, ∆ = 0.002874, [−0.006997, 0.016829]

• weak vs. very strong: ∆ = 0.060162, [0.050057, 0.070206]

• strong vs. very strong: ∆ = 0.055499, [0.045404, 0.065293]
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Null hypothesis: Among typical runs, using weak selection, there is no location shift when

using different crossover variants. Positive ∆ indicates that the left crossover variant resulted

in a greater fraction of robust genes among efficacious genes. Only length-neutral crossover

yields a practically greater fraction of robust efficacious genes compared to other crossover

variants.

• keep-tail vs. length-neutral: ∆ = −0.023754, [−0.027746,−0.017099]

• keep-tail vs. no crossover: p = 0.002344, ∆ = −0.000002, [−0.010946,−0.000071]

• length-neutral vs. no crossover: ∆ = 0.013015, [0.009609, 0.019012]

Null hypothesis: Among atypical runs, using weak selection, there is no location shift when

using different crossover variants. Positive ∆ indicates that the left crossover variant resulted

in a greater fraction of robust genes among efficacious genes.

• keep-tail vs. length-neutral: ∆ = −0.039229, [−0.054518,−0.026132]

• keep-tail vs. no crossover: p = 0.003707, ∆ = −0.021986, [−0.035727,−0.005598]

• length-neutral vs. no crossover: p = 0.028383, ∆ = 0.017910, [0.000011, 0.035001]
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C.5 Fraction of robust inefficacious genes

Tests for differences in the fraction of inefficacious genes in the first perfect solution that have

an above-average number of robust codons; see Figure 42.

Null hypothesis: No location shift between typical and atypical runs. In all of these com-

parisons, the null hypothesis is not rejected. Strong selection comes closest to a statistically

significant difference, suggesting a slightly higher fraction of robust inefficacious genes in

typical samples.

	 very weak, keep-tail: p = 0.445976, ∆ = −0.002161, [−0.009134, 0.003775]

	 weak, keep-tail: p = 0.442192, ∆ = 0.001804, [−0.003057, 0.007324]

	 strong, keep-tail: p = 0.608589, ∆ = −0.001100, [−0.006433, 0.003725]

	 very strong, keep-tail: p = 0.058140, ∆ = −0.003364, [−0.007196, 0.000045]

	 weak, length-neutral: p = 0.099649, ∆ = 0.006278, [−0.000037, 0.014310]

	 weak, no crossover: p = 0.619176, ∆ = −0.000088, [−0.011478, 0.005552]

Null hypothesis: Among typical runs, using keep-tail crossover, there is no location shift

when using different selection strengths. Positive ∆ indicates that stronger selection resulted

in a lesser fraction of robust inefficacious genes. Only very strong selection yielded a sta-

tistically significant decrease in the fraction of robust inefficacious genes compared to other

selection strengths.

	 very weak vs. weak: p = 0.621200, ∆ = −0.000022, [−0.002712, 0.001355]

	 very weak vs. strong: p = 0.574781, ∆ = 0.000083, [−0.001201, 0.002762]

• very weak vs. very strong: ∆ = 0.006213, [0.003498, 0.008721]

	 weak vs. strong: p = 0.299921, ∆ = 0.000814, [−0.000623, 0.003461]

• weak vs. very strong: ∆ = 0.006858, [0.004216, 0.009283]

• strong vs. very strong: ∆ = 0.005469, [0.002813, 0.007983]

Null hypothesis: Among atypical runs, using keep-tail crossover, there is no location shift

when using different selection strengths. Positive ∆ indicates that stronger selection resulted

in a lesser fraction of robust inefficacious genes.

	 very weak vs. weak: p = 0.193297, ∆ = −0.005056, [−0.012664, 0.002426]

	 very weak vs. strong: p = 0.909988, ∆ = −0.000039, [−0.008069, 0.006998]

• very weak vs. very strong: p = 0.032195, ∆ = 0.007277, [0.000003, 0.013881]

• weak vs. strong: p = 0.174066, ∆ = 0.004562, [−0.001837, 0.011151]

• weak vs. very strong: ∆ = 0.012449, [0.006816, 0.018237]
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• strong vs. very strong: p = 0.007020, ∆ = 0.007839, [0.002020, 0.013372]

Null hypothesis: Among typical runs, using weak selection, there is no location shift when

using different crossover variants. Positive ∆ indicates that the left crossover variant resulted

in a greater fraction of robust inefficacious genes.

	 keep-tail vs. length-neutral: p = 0.665320, ∆ = −0.000072, [−0.002770, 0.001516]

• keep-tail vs. no crossover: ∆ = 0.009570, [0.006442, 0.012288]

• length-neutral vs. no crossover: ∆ = 0.010096, [0.006433, 0.013470]

Null hypothesis: Among typical runs, using weak selection, there is no location shift when

using different crossover variants. Positive ∆ indicates that the left crossover variant resulted

in a greater fraction of robust inefficacious genes.

	 keep-tail vs. length-neutral: p = 0.163788, ∆ = −0.005952, [−0.014274, 0.001984]

• keep-tail vs. no crossover: p = 0.011847, ∆ = 0.012143, [0.002032, 0.021007]

• length-neutral vs. no crossover: p = 0.001642, ∆ = 0.017199, [0.006259, 0.028615]
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C.6 Fraction of robust genes among efficacious vs. inefficacious genes

Tests for differences in the fraction of genes in the first perfect solution that have an above-

average number of robust codons, comparing the solution’s efficacious genes to its ineffica-

cious genes; see Figure 40.

Since every perfect solution contributes two numbers, these tests are done using a paired

rank sum test.

Null hypothesis: No location shift between efficacious and inefficacious genes. Positive

∆ means there is a greater fraction of robust genes among efficacious genes compared to

inefficacious genes.

• very weak, keep-tail: ∆ = 0.123786, [0.120244, 0.127306]

• weak, keep-tail: ∆ = 0.117054, [0.113702, 0.120390]

• strong, keep-tail: ∆ = 0.116330, [0.112963, 0.119641]

• very strong, keep-tail: ∆ = 0.040033, [0.036817, 0.043248]

• weak, length-neutral: ∆ = 0.142017, [0.138464, 0.145564]

• weak, no crossover: ∆ = 0.135008, [0.130939, 0.139363]
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C.7 Ratio of deleterious possible mutations to genome length

Tests for differences in the ratio of deleterious possible mutations to the number of genes for

the first perfect solution; see Figure 43.

Null hypothesis: No location shift between typical and atypical runs. Positive ∆ means

atypical runs have a higher ratio of deleterious possible mutations to genome length than

typical runs. Weak selection is nearly significant.

	 very weak, keep-tail: p = 0.336334, ∆ = −0.058004, [−0.176289, 0.059973]

	 weak, keep-tail: p = 0.056147, ∆ = 0.105695, [−0.002684, 0.214615]

• strong, keep-tail: p = 0.018417, ∆ = 0.122139, [0.020731, 0.224460]

• very strong, keep-tail: ∆ = 0.607918, [0.528153, 0.687873]

• weak, length-neutral: ∆ = 0.499037, [0.364103, 0.634885]

• weak, no crossover: ∆ = 0.506457, [0.338027, 0.675908]

Null hypothesis: Among typical runs, using keep-tail crossover, there is no location shift

when using different selection strengths. Negative ∆ means stronger selection resulted in a

higher ratio of deleterious possible mutations to genome length.

• very weak vs. weak: ∆ = 0.122971, [0.085083, 0.160874]

• very weak vs. strong: ∆ = 0.224405, [0.186329, 0.262326]

• very weak vs. very strong: ∆ = −0.219378, [−0.261300,−0.177589]

• weak vs. strong: ∆ = 0.100655, [0.060797, 0.140584]

• weak vs. very strong: ∆ = −0.344610, [−0.388426,−0.300973]

• strong vs. very strong: ∆ = −0.444987, [−0.488530,−0.401563]

Null hypothesis: Among atypical runs, using keep-tail crossover, there is no location shift

when using different selection strengths. Negative ∆ means stronger selection resulted in a

higher ratio of deleterious possible mutations to genome length.

	 very weak vs. weak: p = 0.518518, ∆ = −0.055958, [−0.227231, 0.115770]

	 very weak vs. strong: p = 0.719260, ∆ = 0.030050, [−0.134984, 0.194610]

• very weak vs. very strong: ∆ = −0.916060, [−1.074199,−0.760915]

	 weak vs. strong: p = 0.291948, ∆ = 0.082429, [−0.070992, 0.237494]

• weak vs. very strong: ∆ = −0.858419, [−0.998234,−0.719188]

• strong vs. very strong: ∆ = −0.941670, [−1.077573,−0.806650]
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Null hypothesis: Among typical runs, using weak selection, there is no location shift when

using different crossover variants. Negative ∆ means the left crossover variant resulted in a

lower ratio of deleterious possible mutations to genome length.

• keep-tail vs. length-neutral: ∆ = −1.100849, [−1.140388,−1.061387]

• keep-tail vs. no crossover: ∆ = −1.985409, [−2.038403,−1.932996]

• length-neutral vs. no crossover: ∆ = −0.882208, [−0.934664,−0.830014]

Null hypothesis: Among atypical runs, using weak selection, there is no location shift when

using different crossover variants. Negative ∆ means the left crossover variant resulted in a

lower ratio of deleterious possible mutations to genome length.

• keep-tail vs. length-neutral: ∆ = −1.512595, [−1.699394,−1.327505]

• keep-tail vs. no crossover: ∆ = −2.427411, [−2.633522,−2.224984]

• length-neutral vs. no crossover: ∆ = −0.916440, [−1.145589,−0.688042]
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C.8 Effect of major innovations through outliers

Consider only the sample runs made using very weak selection and keep-tail crossover. Each

run experienced 0 to 3 major innovations where at least one parent was an outlier (meaning it

had a lower rating than the maximum available in the population). See Figures 38 and 39.

Null hypothesis: There is no location shift in the number of agents searched before finding

the first perfect solution between runs with a different number of major innovations from

outliers. Positive ∆ means runs with more such innovations searched more agents.

• 1 vs. 0: p = 0.002340, ∆ = 12510, [4443, 20604]

• 2 vs. 0: ∆ = 26290, [16471, 36209]

• 3 vs. 0: p = 0.003098, ∆ = 49406.5, [16277, 84232]

• 2 vs. 1: p = 0.002233, ∆ = 13837, [4973, 22778]

• 3 vs. 1: p = 0.036938, ∆ = 36122.65, [2214, 71509]

	 3 vs. 2: p = 0.252311, ∆ = 21266.80, [−14527, 57586]

Null hypothesis: There is no location shift in the number of genes in the first perfect

solution between runs with a different number of major innovations from outliers. Positive ∆

means runs with more such innovations found solutions with more genes.

• 1 vs. 0: ∆ = 1, [0, 1]

• 2 vs. 0: ∆ = 2, [1, 2]

• 3 vs. 0: ∆ = 3, [1, 5]

• 2 vs. 1: p = 0.010644, ∆ = 1, [0, 1]

• 3 vs. 1: p = 0.022821, ∆ = 2, [0, 4]

	 3 vs. 2: p = 0.137111, ∆ = 2, [−1, 4]
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